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What is AWS IoT RoboRunner?
AWS IoT RoboRunner is a new service that provides infrastructure for robotics optimization from a single
system view. With AWS IoT RoboRunner, you can build applications that help robots work seamlessly
together. AWS IoT RoboRunner is designed for industrial enterprise customers who buy, deploy, and
manage robotic and automated industrial equipment, including automated guided vehicles (AGVs)
and autonomous mobile robots (AMRs). AWS IoT RoboRunner provides central and managed data
repositories for storing and using data from diﬀerent robot vendor systems and enterprise management
systems.
AWS IoT RoboRunner streamlines integration with diﬀerent robot ﬂeet management systems (FMS)
by providing sample applications for a ﬂeet management system gateway. Once robots and enterprise
management systems are connected to AWS IoT RoboRunner, you can use the sample implementations
to create custom applications on top of the centralized data repositories, such as visualization of robot
location and status on a single map view. Use these sample implementations as a starting point to
accelerate application development, and customize them to your speciﬁc business use cases.
The AWS IoT RoboRunner preview service is available in the us-east-1 and eu-central-1 Regions. To
get started with AWS IoT RoboRunner and learn more about the service, continue to Getting started with
AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 2).
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Getting started with AWS IoT
RoboRunner
To get started with AWS IoT RoboRunner, you use the AWS Management Console to create and conﬁgure
your site (for example, name and location). AWS IoT RoboRunner automatically creates centralized and
managed repositories for storing site, worker, worker ﬂeet, and destination data.
Developers can use the AWS IoT RoboRunner API and customize the sample applications to integrate
new robot vendors and types, as well as build robotics management applications on top of the
centralized repositories. Common examples of robotics management applications developers can build
include multi-robot collaboration, space management, location, and health status monitoring and
visualization. component.
Topics
• AWS IoT RoboRunner concepts (p. 2)
• Setting up AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 3)
• AWS IoT RoboRunner tutorials (p. 6)
• AWS IoT RoboRunner eventual consistency (p. 6)

AWS IoT RoboRunner concepts
This section describes key concepts and terminology you need to understand to use AWS IoT
RoboRunner eﬀectively.
Concepts
• Site (p. 2)
• Shared space (p. 2)
• Worker (p. 3)
• Worker ﬂeet (p. 3)
• Destination (p. 3)

Site
A site deﬁnes a physical place such as a facility, building, or a speciﬁc area within a building where your
workers and worker ﬂeets are located and managed.
A site is used to group your workers in AWS IoT RoboRunner. Creating a site generates a unique Amazon
Resource Name (ARN) that you use with the AWS IoT RoboRunner API to associate a set of related
workers with their physical locations. You can ﬁnd examples for using the the AWS IoT RoboRunner API
and your site ARNs to integrate AWS IoT RoboRunner with your ﬂeet management systems (FMS).
For more information, see Create a site (p. 3).

Shared space
A shared space is a physical location where two or more routes meet/intersect or occupy the same
physical space and require synchronization.
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Worker
A worker is a robot, vehicle, or any other system that performs operational processes, including but not
limited to automatic guided vehicles (AGV) and autonomous mobile robots (AMR).

Worker ﬂeet
A worker ﬂeet is a group of workers controlled by a ﬂeet management system. It is commonly used to
group robots from a given manufacturer, a particular type or model of robot, or robots allocated to a
particular area.

Destination
A destination is a space within a facility that is known to at least one ﬂeet management system.

Setting up AWS IoT RoboRunner
A site is a logical boundary within which all other resources in AWS IoT RoboRunner are created. You can
create more than one site per AWS account. Resources created within one site can't be used in any other
site. For example, a worker registered to site A can't be used to perform work in site B.
Topics
• Create a site (p. 3)
• Create destinations (p. 4)
• Create workers and ﬂeets (p. 4)
• Read worker status (p. 5)
• Set up FMS gateway (FMSG) (p. 5)

Create a site
To get started using AWS IoT RoboRunner, ﬁrst create a site. A site is a physical place such as a building
or a speciﬁc area within a building where your resources and ﬂeets are located and managed.
To create a site
Follow the steps under one of these tabs.
Using the console
1. Sign in to the AWS IoT RoboRunner console.
2. In the left navigation pane, choose Sites, and then choose Create site.
3. In the Create site page, enter your Site name, Description, and choose your Country from the
dropdown menu.
4. Choose Create site.
Using the SDK
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Example
The following SDK example performs the equivalent of the console-based steps. For
regionalEndpoint, provide the regional endpoint for AWS IoT RoboRunner.
import requests
from aws_requests_auth.boto_utils import BotoAWSRequestsAuth
auth = BotoAWSRequestsAuth(
aws_host='regionalEndpoint',
aws_region='region',
aws_service='iotroborunner')
# createSite
body = {
'name': 'MySite1'
}
response = requests.post('https://regionalEndpoint/createSite', json=body, auth=auth)
print(response.content)

Create destinations
For workers that move, such as automated guided vehicles (AGV), AWS IoT RoboRunner can reason
about moving through space. A destination is a space within a facility that is known to at least one
Fleet Management System. The low-level planning and navigation is done at the worker level and is not
mandatory for AWS IoT RoboRunner.
For regionalEndpoint, provide the regional endpoint for AWS IoT RoboRunner.
import requests
from aws_requests_auth.boto_utils import BotoAWSRequestsAuth
auth = BotoAWSRequestsAuth(
aws_host='regionalEndpoint',
aws_region='region',
aws_service='iotroborunner')
# createDestination
body = {
'name': 'MyDestination1',
'site': 'arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId',
'additionalFixedProperties': ("{
"'schemaVersion': '1.0',"
"'vendorSharedSpaces': List of Vendor Shared Spaces"
}"),
"state": "DISABLED"
}
response = requests.post('https://regionalEndpoint/createDestination', json=body,
auth=auth)
print(response.content)

For information about constructing the additionalFixedProperties ﬁeld, see the section called
“JSON schema for destination additional ﬁxed properties” (p. 74).

Create workers and ﬂeets
AWS IoT RoboRunner models individual robots as workers, and ﬂeet management systems as worker
ﬂeets. Diﬀerent ﬂeets can have diﬀerent types of workers. For example, there could be a ﬂeet of robots
from vendor A, while another ﬂeet contains robots from vendor B.
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The following code snippet creates a worker and a worker ﬂeet. For regionalEndpoint, provide the
regional endpoint for AWS IoT RoboRunner.
import requests
from aws_requests_auth.boto_utils import BotoAWSRequestsAuth
auth = BotoAWSRequestsAuth(
aws_host='regionalEndpoint',
aws_region='region',
aws_service='iotroborunner')
# createWorkerFleet
body = {'name': 'fleetName',
'site': 'arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId',
'additionalFixedProperties': ("{
"'schemaVersion': '1.0',"
"'customFixedProperties': 'XYZ'"
}")
}
response = requests.post('regionalEndpoint/createWorkerFleet', json=body, auth=auth)
print(response.content)
# createWorker
body = {'name': 'workerName',
'fleet': 'arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId/worker-fleet/workerFleetId',
'vendorProperties': ("{
"'vendorWorkerId': 'vendorWorkerId',"
"'vendorAdditionalTransientProperties': {""'schemaVersion': 1.0,""'vendorState':
'YYYY'"}"},"
"'vendorAdditionalFixedProperties': {""'schemaVersion': 1.0,""'vendorWorkerModel':
'MMMMM',""}""}"
}"),
'additionalTransientProperties': ("{'schemaVersion':
'1.0',""'customTransientProperties': 'EFG'}"),
'additionalFixedProperties': ("{
"'schemaVersion': '1.0',"
"'customFixedProperties': 'XYZ'"
}")
}
response = requests.post('regionalEndpoint/createWorker', json=body, auth=auth)
print(response.content)

For information about constructing the additionalFixedProperties,
additionalTransientProperties, vendorAdditionalProperties, and
vendorAdditionalTransientProperties ﬁelds, see the following:
• the section called “JSON schema for worker additional ﬁxed properties” (p. 75)
• the section called “JSON schema for worker additional transient properties” (p. 76)
• the section called “JSON schema for worker additional vendor ﬁxed properties” (p. 77)
• the section called “JSON schema for worker additional vendor transient properties” (p. 77)
• the section called “JSON schema for worker ﬂeet additional ﬁxed properties” (p. 79)

Read worker status
While performing complex management involving a heterogeneous ﬂeet of workers, it is important for
you to track the status of each worker to prevent assignments of workers with depleted batteries. To do
this, you can use the AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) to read the status of a worker using the
AWS IoT RoboRunner GetWorker operation as shown in the following example.
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aws iot-roborunner get-worker --id 'arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId/
worker-fleet/workerFleetId/worker/workerId'

Set up FMS gateway (FMSG)
For information about how to set up and work with FMS gateway (FMSG), see Fleet management system
gateway (FMSG) (p. 7).

AWS IoT RoboRunner tutorials
AWS CLI and SDK for Java
You can download the AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) and AWS SDK for Java from the following
links:
• AWS CLI
• SDK for Java

FMS gateway (FMSG)
For information about how to work with FMS gateway (FMSG), see Fleet management system gateway
(FMSG) (p. 7).

AWS IoT RoboRunner eventual consistency
AWS IoT RoboRunner is an eventually consistent system. It is possible to receive a
ResourceNotFoundException or ConflictException when performing sequential operations. For
example, a ResourceNotFoundException may be thrown when calling DeleteSite immediately
after calling CreateSite, and a ConflictException may be thrown when calling DeleteFleet
immediately after deleting all workers associated with the ﬂeet.
We recommend that you conﬁgure a retry strategy on your AWS IoT RoboRunner clients so that failures
are automatically retried. You should expect no more than a 2-second delay when waiting for the system
to converge.
The following example shows how to conﬁgure the AWS IoT RoboRunner Java client so that a default
retry policy is used on any error. For additional information, see Error retries and exponential backoﬀ in
AWS.

AWSIoTRoboRunnerClientBuilder.standard()
.withEndpointConfiguration(new AwsClientBuilder.EndpointConfiguration(
"https://iotroborunner.us-east-1.amazonaws.com",
"us-east-1")

.withClientConfiguration(ClientConfiguration().withRetryPolicy(ClientConfiguration.DEFAULT_RETRY_POLIC
.build();
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Working with ﬂeet management
system gateway
Fleet management system gateway (FMSG) is a software application that manages all connections
between robot vendor systems and AWS IoT RoboRunner. You can conﬁgure and deploy your FMSGs on
premise by creating a AWS IoT Greengrass v2 component for each vendor. You deploy these components
to your AWS IoT Greengrass core device to start the application and use service features.
To view and clone the FMSG sample application on GitHub, see FMSG sample application.

FMSG applications
FMSG contains the following applications:
• Worker property updates (WPU) application: Worker property updates is an FMSG application
that periodically polls vendor ﬂeet management systems for robots' current worker properties (for
example, position and health status). These properties are then updated in AWS IoT RoboRunner
resources. For more information, see the section called “Worker property updates (WPU)
application” (p. 19).
• Shared space management (SM) application: Shared space management is an FMSG application that
enables multi-robot ﬂeets to interoperate through shared spaces, such as intersections or corridors.
For more information, see the section called “Shared space management (SM) application” (p. 23).

Vendor ﬂeet management connectors
FMSG consists of a vendor ﬂeet management system (FMS) connectors module that retrieves data from
your FMS by using the FMS API. The sample application has a connector for the Mobile Industrial Robots
(MiR) Fleet FMS.

Creating AWS Resources for ﬂeet management
system gateway (FMSG)
This section contains instructions for creating the AWS resources that you must integrate with ﬂeet
management system gateway.
Topics
• Using the MiR Fleet API Interface (p. 8)
• Creating AWS IoT RoboRunner resources (p. 8)
• Setting up Fleet Manager API authorization tokens (p. 11)
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• Creating IAM Roles for ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) personas (p. 12)

Using the MiR Fleet API Interface
The ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) sample application contains a MiR Fleet vendor ﬂeet
management system (FMS) connector to integrate your MiR robots with FMSG. This section describes
how to use the MiR Fleet simulator to retrieve the data that you need to create AWS resources for FMSG.

To use the MiR Fleet API interface
1.

Navigate to the MiR Fleet console. Choose Help, and then choose API Documentation.

2.

When prompted, enter values for username and password.

3.

Choose Launch API documentation. A list of available MiR API operations appears.

4.

To run each API, choose Try it out.

Creating AWS IoT RoboRunner resources
To use ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) with the AWS IoT RoboRunner service, you must
create and set up AWS IoT RoboRunner resources. These resources represent the physical resources in
your facility, including the following:
• Worker: Any unit capable of performing tasks.
• Worker ﬂeet: A collection of workers, typically from the same vendor, that have been integrated into
a common ﬂeet manager system. For example, include all robots that have been added to the same
Mobile Industrial Robots (MiR) Fleet installation in a single AWS IoT RoboRunner worker ﬂeet.
• Site: A bounded physical space containing one or more worker ﬂeets.
Prerequisites
• The AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI). For installation instructions, see Getting started with the
AWS CLI.
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• An AWS account with permissions to manage AWS IoT RoboRunner resources.
Perform the following steps in order. The resources in some steps require resources that you created in
preceding steps.

Creating a site
Create a AWS IoT RoboRunner site resource by using one of the following options. For information about
the site resource, see the section called “Site” (p. 2) and CreateSite.
Store the Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new site for later use.
AWS CLI
Use the following command to create a new site.
aws iot-roborunner create-site --country-code "countryCode" --name "siteName"

AWS Management Console
1.

Sign in to the AWS Management Console.

2.

On the left navigation pane, choose Sites, and then choose Create site.

3.

On the Create site page, enter your site name and description. On the dropdown menu, choose the
correct country.

4.

Choose Create site.

Creating worker ﬂeets
Types of worker ﬂeets
The AWS IoT RoboRunner worker ﬂeet resource models the ﬂeet management system (FMS) that runs
in your facility. For ﬂexibility with converting vendor-speciﬁc position and orientation data, AWS IoT
RoboRunner provides a ﬁeld for additionalFixedProperties ﬁeld in each worker ﬂeet. You can use
this ﬁeld in the following ways:
• If you want to transform the robot position reported by the FMS to a diﬀerent set of coordinates,
set the positionConversion conﬁguration in the worker ﬂeet's additionalFixedProperties
ﬁeld. This conﬁguration is optional. If you don't provide this conﬁguration, the FMSG worker property
updates application doesn't update worker position data. They update only the vendor FMS position
data in the worker resource.
• If you want to transform the robot orientation reported by the FMS, set the orientationOffset
conﬁguration in the worker ﬂeet's additionalFixedProperties ﬁeld. This conﬁguration is
optional. If you don't provide this conﬁguration, the FMSG worker property updates application
doesn't update worker orientation data. They update only the vendor FMS orientation data in the
worker resource.
You can create worker ﬂeets with or without the additoinalFixedProperties parameter.
First, store the ARNs of the worker ﬂeets for later use. Then create one worker ﬂeet for each robot ﬂeet
type in use (for example, one worker ﬂeet for MiR, one for Bastian Solutions, and one for Omron).
AWS CLI
Use the following command to create a worker ﬂeet without additionalFixedProperties.
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aws iot-roborunner create-worker-fleet \
--name "fleetName" \
--site "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId"

Use the following command to create a worker ﬂeet with additionalFixedProperties.

Tip

For details about conﬁguring additionalFixedProperties, see JSON schema for worker
ﬂeet additional ﬁxed properties (p. 79).
aws iot-roborunner create-worker-fleet \
--name "fleetName" \
--site "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId" \
--additional-fixed-properties "{\"schemaVersion\":schemaVersion,\"positionConversion\":
[{\"vendor\":{\"x\":xCoordindate,\"y\":yCoordinate,\"z\":zCoordinate},\"roboRunner\":{\"x
\":xCoordinate,\"y\":yCoordinate}}],\"orientationOffset\":{\"degrees\":degrees}}"

Creating workers
You can create AWS IoT RoboRunner worker resources by using the AWS CLI. Create one worker for
each robot in each FMS. Use the worker ﬂeet ARN that corresponds to the ﬂeet type for the robot (for
example, when creating workers for MiR robots registered in MiR Fleet, use the ARN of the MiR worker
ﬂeet).
Before creating RoboRunner workers, the following information is required for each robot to integrate
with the FMSG:
• The vendorWorkerId (under vendorProperties) of the robot in the FMS. For example, in MiR FMS,
this value is the numeric ID associated with each robot, such as 7 or 10.
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• The vendorWorkerIpAddress (under vendorProperties) of the robot in the FMS.
Use the following command to create a new worker with FMSG integration. Include the ARN of the
worker ﬂeet that you created in the previous step.
aws iot-roborunner create-worker \
--fleet "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/worker-fleet/workerFleetId"
\
--name "robotName" \
--vendor-properties
vendorWorkerId=vendorWorkerId,vendorWorkerIpAddress=vendorWorkerIpAddress

Setting up Fleet Manager API authorization tokens
To authorize the ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) sample application to make API requests to
a vendor ﬂeet management system (FMS), you must set up secrets in AWS Secrets Manager for storing
FMS API authorization tokens. This topic describes how to create a secret to store a Mobile Industrial
Robots (MiR) ﬂeet API authorization token.
1.

Get the API authorization string from the MiR Fleet API documentation site. Use the interactive API
documentation to run a GET request on the /robots endpoint. The value following BASIC in the
authorization header of the request is the secret value. The following illustrates this step.

2.

To store the secret in AWS Secrets Manager, use the following AWS Command Line Interface (AWS
CLI) command.
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aws secretsmanager create-secret \
--name secretName \
--description "MiR Fleet API authorization token" \
--secret-string authorizationToken

3.

To verify that your secret is stored in AWS Secrets Manager, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws secretsmanager list-secrets

Creating IAM Roles for ﬂeet management system
gateway (FMSG) personas
You can create AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies that create roles for the diﬀerent
personas. These personas can set up, deploy, run, and update the FMS gateway (FMSG) for a site.

Initial infrastructure setup/conﬁguration persona
This persona is responsible for the initial cloud infrastructure setup for integration with AWS IoT
RoboRunner. This persona includes the following responsibilities:
• Acquiring and setting up a virtual machine that meets AWS IoT Greengrass Core and FMSG functional
requirements.
• Storing the API authentication token for vendor ﬂeet management systems (FMSs) in AWS Secrets
Manager.
• Creating the IAM roles for other personas.
• Setting up the Amazon S3 bucket for hosting FMSG deployment artifacts.
• Setting up the priority queue DynamoDB table required for shared space management.
Attach the following IAM managed policies to this IAM role:
• AmazonS3ReadOnlyAccess
• AmazonDynamoDBReadOnlyAccess
• IAMReadOnlyAccess
• AWSGreengrassReadOnlyAccess
Attach the following policy to this role.

{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "CreateFmsgSupportingResources",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"dynamodb:CreateTable",
"dynamodb:DeleteTable",
"dynamodb:ExportTableToPointInTime",
"dynamodb:UpdateTable",
"iam:CreateServiceLinkedRole",
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"kms:CreateAlias",
"kms:CreateAlias",
"kms:CreateKey",
"kms:CreateKey",
"kms:DeleteAlias",
"kms:DescribeKey",
"kms:ListAliases",
"kms:ListKeys",
"kms:PutKeyPolicy",
"kms:TagResource",
"kms:UntagResource",
"kms:UpdateAlias",
"s3:CreateBucket",
"s3:DeleteObject",
"s3:GetBucketLocation",
"s3:GetObject",
"s3:ListBucket",
"s3:PutObject",
"secretsmanager:CreateSecret",
"secretsmanager:DeleteSecret",
"secretsmanager:PutSecretValue",
"secretsmanager:UpdateSecret"

},
{

},
{

],
"Resource": "*"

"Sid": "CreateFmsgPersonaPermissions",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iam:AttachRolePolicy",
"iam:CreatePolicy",
"iam:CreatePolicyVersion",
"iam:CreateRole",
"iam:DeletePolicy",
"iam:DeletePolicyVersion",
"iam:DeleteRole",
"iam:DeleteRolePolicy",
"iam:DetachRolePolicy",
"iam:PutRolePolicy",
"iam:UpdateRole"
],
"Resource": "*"
"Sid": "SetUpFmsgGreenGrassComponent",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"greengrass:CancelDeployment",
"greengrass:CreateComponentVersion",
"greengrass:CreateDeployment",
"greengrass:DeleteComponent",
"greengrass:DeleteCoreDevice",
"greengrass:DeleteDeployment",
"iot:AddThingToThingGroup",
"iot:CancelJob",
"iot:CreateJob",
"iot:CreateJobTemplate",
"iot:CreateThing",
"iot:CreateThingGroup",
"iot:DeleteJob",
"iot:DeleteJobTemplate",
"iot:DeleteThing",
"iot:DeleteThingGroup",
"iot:DeleteThingShadow",
"iot:DescribeJob",
"iot:DescribeJobExecution",
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"iot:DescribeProvisioningTemplate",
"iot:DescribeProvisioningTemplateVersion",
"iot:DescribeThing",
"iot:DescribeThingGroup",
"iot:DescribeThingRegistrationTask",
"iot:DescribeThingType",
"iot:GetJobDocument",
"iot:GetThingShadow",
"iot:ListJobs",
"iot:ListThingGroups",
"iot:ListThingGroupsForThing",
"iot:ListThings",
"iot:ListThingsInThingGroup",
"iot:RegisterThing",
"iot:RemoveThingFromThingGroup",
"iot:UpdateJob",
"iot:UpdateThing",
"iot:UpdateThingGroup",
"iot:UpdateThingShadow"

}

]

}

],
"Resource": "*"

FMSG deployment and conﬁguration persona
This persona is responsible for compiling, deploying, and conﬁguring the customer’s on-premises FMSG.
This supports both the shared space management and worker properties updates applications at their
speciﬁc site. Attach the following IAM to this IAM role.
{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "UpdateRoboRunnerResources",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetDestination",
"iotroborunner:GetSite",
"iotroborunner:GetWorker",
"iotroborunner:GetWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:ListDestinations",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkerFleets",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkers",
"iotroborunner:UpdateDestination",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorker",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorkerFleet"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/*"
]
},
{
"Sid": "ReadWritePriorityQueue",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"dynamodb:BatchGetItem",
"dynamodb:BatchWriteItem",
"dynamodb:DeleteItem",
"dynamodb:GetItem",
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"dynamodb:PutItem",
"dynamodb:Query",
"dynamodb:UpdateItem"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:dynamodb:region:accountId:table/
SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue/index/*",
"arn:aws:dynamodb:region:accountId:table/
SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue/"
]
},
{
"Sid": "DecryptPriorityQueue",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"kms:Decrypt",
"kms:DescribeKey",
"kms:Encrypt",
"kms:GenerateDataKey*",
"kms:ReEncrypt*"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:kms:region:accountId:key/priorityQueueEncryptionKeyId"
]
},
{
"Sid": "ReadWriteFmsAuthTokens",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"secretsmanager:GetSecretValue",
"secretsmanager:DescribeSecret",
"secretsmanager:UpdateSecret"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:secretsmanager:region:accountId:secret:fms1SecretId",
"arn:aws:secretsmanager:region:accountId:secret:fms2SecretId"
]
},
{
"Sid": "ReadWriteS3FmsgArtifacts",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:DeleteObject",
"s3:GetBucketLocation",
"s3:GetObject",
"s3:ListBucket",
"s3:PutObject"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:s3:::fmsgArtifactsBucketName/*",
"arn:aws:s3:::fmsgArtifactsBucketName"
]
},
{
"Sid": "UpdateFmsg",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"greengrass:CancelDeployment",
"greengrass:CreateComponentVersion",
"greengrass:CreateDeployment",
"greengrass:DeleteDeployment",
"greengrass:DescribeComponent",
"greengrass:GetComponent",
"greengrass:GetComponentVersionArtifact",
"greengrass:GetCoreDevice",
"greengrass:GetDeployment",
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"iot:CancelJob",
"iot:CreateJob",
"iot:DeleteJob",
"iot:DeleteThingShadow",
"iot:DescribeJob",
"iot:DescribeThing",
"iot:DescribeThingGroup",
"iot:GetThingShadow",
"iot:UpdateJob",
"iot:UpdateThingShadow"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iot:region:accountId:thinggroup/coreThingGroupName",
"arn:aws:iot:region:accountId:job/*",
"arn:aws:iot:region:accountId:thing/coreThingName",
"arn:aws:iot:region:accountId:jobtemplate/*",
"arn:aws:greengrass:region:accountId:coreDevices:coreName",
"arn:aws:greengrass:region:accountId:components:fmsgComponentName",
"arn:aws:greengrass:region:accountId:components:fmsgComponentName:versions:*",
"arn:aws:iot:region:accountId:deployments:*"
]
}
]

}

Operations management persona
This persona is responsible for adding and removing resources, such as robots and shared spaces, from
AWS IoT RoboRunner as operations change over time. Attach the following policy to this IAM role. Also
attach the preceding policy for the FMSG deployment and conﬁguration persona.
{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "UpsertRoboRunnerResources",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:CreateDestination",
"iotroborunner:CreateWorker",
"iotroborunner:CreateWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:DeleteDestination",
"iotroborunner:DeleteWorker",
"iotroborunner:DeleteWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:GetDestination",
"iotroborunner:GetSite",
"iotroborunner:GetWorker",
"iotroborunner:GetWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:ListDestinations",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkerFleets",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkers",
"iotroborunner:UpdateDestination",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorker",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorkerFleet"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/*"
]
}
]
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}

Setting up the ﬂeet management system gateway
(FMSG) conﬁguration ﬁles
You must edit ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) conﬁguration JSON ﬁles in order to conﬁgure
the sample application behavior.
These conﬁguration ﬁles are used to:
• Enable the FMSG connector and its network conﬁgurations.
• Enable shared space management (SM) and worker property updates (WPU).
• Set up AWS IoT RoboRunner resource conﬁgurations.
The two required conﬁguration ﬁles are stored in the conﬁguration directory. They are uploaded with
the application JAR ﬁle in the AWS IoT Greengrass deployment Amazon S3 bucket. During AWS IoT
Greengrass component deployment, the conﬁguration ﬁles are downloaded on the target core device
and are used during application startup.
See the following topics for details and schema for the two conﬁguration ﬁles.
Topics
• FMSG core conﬁguration (p. 17)
• FMSG connector conﬁguration (p. 18)

FMSG core conﬁguration
The ﬂeet management system gateway core conﬁguration ﬁle controls the behavior of the FMSG. You
can enable worker property updates (WPU) and shared space management (SM) applications with this
conﬁguration ﬁle.
Attribute

Type Required
Description

Use cases

siteArn

stringyes

Use to conﬁgure the AWS IoT
RoboRunner site resource that
represents the physical facility where
the FMSG is running. Use to fetch
child resources required for each
FMSG application.

Site resource Amazon
Resource Name (ARN) that
represents the facility.

boolean
no
Feature ﬂag to enable
enableWorkerPropertyUpdates
continuous AWS IoT
RoboRunner WPU. This
conﬁguration is optional
and is set to false by
default.

Use to enable the WPU application in
FMSG.

boolean
no
enableSpaceManagement

Use to enable the SM application in
FMSG.

Feature ﬂag to enable
SM. This conﬁguration is
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Attribute

Type Required
Description

Use cases

optional and is set to false
by default.
integer
no
Feature ﬂag to set the
maximumSharedSpaceCrossingTime
maximum amount of time
a worker is allowed to
spend crossing a shared
space from entrance to
exit. This conﬁguration is
optional and is set to 300
seconds by default.

Use to customize the maximum
shared space crossing time (in
seconds).

integer
no
Feature ﬂag to set the
Use to customize the vendor shared
vendorSharedSpacePollingInterval
vendor shared space
space polling interval (in seconds).
polling interval, which
controls the frequency with
which FMSG connectors
listen to shared spaces.
This conﬁguration is
optional and is set to 3
seconds by default.
Sample FMSG core conﬁguration ﬁle
{

}

"fmsgCoreConfiguration": {
"siteArn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"enableWorkerPropertyUpdates": true,
"enableSpaceManagement": true,
"maximumSharedSpaceCrossingTime": 200,
"vendorSharedSpacePollingInterval": 5
}

FMSG connector conﬁguration
The ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) connector conﬁguration ﬁle controls the behavior of FMS
connectors. You can use this ﬁle to conﬁgure the FMS API endpoints and authorization strings, and the
AWS IoT RoboRunner worker ﬂeet that's associated with the connector.
Attribute

Type Required
Description

Use cases

fleetType

stringyes

Robot ﬂeet type. For
example, MiR.

Use to conﬁgure the robot ﬂeet type.
For example, MiR.

workerFleetArn

stringyes

The WorkerFleet
Amazon Resource Name
(ARN) within AWS IoT
RoboRunner for the ﬂeet
type.

Use to point the connector to the
worker ﬂeet resource that contains
connector conﬁgurations (for
example, homography conﬁguration)
and enables the FMSG applications to
retrieve the workers that have been
onboarded to AWS IoT RoboRunner.

apiEndpoint

stringyes

The endpoint of the FMS
API.

Use to make API requests to the
respective FMS.
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Attribute

Type Required
Description

Use cases
For example, MiR API endpoints are of
type http://192.0.2.0/api/v2.0.0.

apiSecretName

stringyes

The secret name within
Secrets Manager for the
respective robot ﬂeet type.

Use as the authorization token in FMS
API calls.

enableConnector

boolean
no

The feature ﬂag to enable
the FMS connector. This
conﬁguration is optional
and is set to false by
default.

Use to enable the FMS connector. The
FMSG application communicates with
the FMS only when a connector is
enabled.

Sample FMSG connector conﬁguration ﬁle for a MiR ﬂeet FMS
{

"fmsgConnectorConfiguration": {
"fleetType": "MIR",
"workerFleetArn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/workerfleet/workerFleetId",
"apiEndpoint": "MiR Fleet endpoint",
"apiSecretName": "secretName",
"enableConnector": false
}
}

Worker property updates (WPU) application
The worker property updates (WPU) application is included in the ﬂeet management system gateway
(FMSG).
WPU periodically polls vendor ﬂeet management systems for robots' current worker properties, such as
position and health status. These properties are then updated in AWS IoT RoboRunner resources.
When robot attributes are periodically updated, you can use this data to enable use cases, such as
displaying the latest robot positions and status in a visualization application.
Topics
• Conﬁguration changes for ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) (p. 19)
• Add position conversion and orientation oﬀset conﬁgurations (p. 20)

Conﬁguration changes for ﬂeet management system
gateway (FMSG)
Review the the section called “Setting up the ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) conﬁguration
ﬁles” (p. 17) topic before changing the conﬁguration to enable the worker property update (WPU)
FMSG application.
Change the enableWorkerPropertyUpdates ﬁeld in the FMSG core conﬁguration ﬁle to true.
Sample conﬁguration JSON ﬁle
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{

}

"fmsgCoreConfiguration": {
"siteArn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"enableWorkerPropertyUpdates": true
}

Add position conversion and orientation oﬀset
conﬁgurations
The worker property updates (WPU) application retrieves robot position, orientation, state, and battery
level from the vendor FMS. It then updates the AWS IoT RoboRunner worker resource for the appropriate
robot. You don't need to change any other settings.
In order to transform the robot data that's retrieved from the vendor FMS, update the
additionalFixedProperties ﬁeld in the appropriate AWS IoT RoboRunner worker ﬂeet resource.
The following are examples of transforming the data:
• Adding a ﬁxed oﬀset to the orientation
• Changing the vendor FMS co-position ordinates to a new frame of reference

Topics
• Position conversion (p. 20)
• Orientation Oﬀset (p. 21)
• Robot Position and Orientation Transformation (p. 22)
• Check worker resource updates (p. 23)

Position conversion
The positionConversion conﬁguration ﬁeld is used to transform vendor FMS robot position
coordinates to a diﬀerent frame of reference. It contains a list of reference conversion points from
vendor robot position coordinates to AWS IoT RoboRunner worker position coordinates.

Note

You must specify at least four reference points in order for the coordinate conversion to work.
Sample positionConversion reference points JSON object
{

"positionConversion": [
{
"vendor": {
"x":0.0,
"y":0.0
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.99
}
},
{
"vendor": {
"x":268.82,
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},
{

},
{

}

]

}

"y":0.0
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.99
}
"vendor": {
"x":268.82,
"y":220.27
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.98
}
"vendor": {
"x":0.0,
"y":220.27
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.99092
}

Use the AWS IoT RoboRunner API to add this conﬁguration to the worker ﬂeet and update the resource.
aws iot-roborunner update-worker-fleet \
--id "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/worker-fleet/workerFleetId" \
--additional-fixed-properties \
"{\"schemaVersion\":\"1.0\",\"positionConversion\":[{\"vendor\":{\"x\":0.0,\"y
\":0.0},\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.99}},{\"vendor\":{\"x\":268.82,\"y
\":0.0},\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.99}},{\"vendor\":{\"x\":268.82,\"y
\":220.27},\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.98}},{\"vendor\":{\"x\":0.0,\"y
\":220.27030173180407},\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.99}}]}"

Restart the AWS IoT Greengrass component and FMSG application in order for the new conﬁguration to
take eﬀect.
When the FMSG application starts with the conﬁguration present, it transforms all vendor robot
position coordinates. It then updates the corresponding worker resource with the transformed position
coordinates.

Orientation Oﬀset
Use the orientationOffset conﬁguration ﬁeld to transform vendor FMS robot orientation by adding
a constant oﬀset value.
Sample orientation oﬀset reference points JSON object
"orientationOffset": {
"degrees":10.0
}

Use the AWS IoT RoboRunner API to add this conﬁguration to the worker ﬂeet and update the resource.
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aws iot-roborunner update-worker-fleet \
--id "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/worker-fleet/workerFleetId" \
--additional-fixed-properties \
"{\"schemaVersion\":\"1.0\",\"orientationOffset\":{\"degrees\":10.0}}"

Restart the AWS IoT Greengrass component and FMSG application in order for the new conﬁguration to
take eﬀect.
When the FMSG application starts with the conﬁguration present, it adds the speciﬁed oﬀset to the
vendor robot orientation. It then updates the corresponding worker resource with the transformed
orientation value.

Robot Position and Orientation Transformation
You can add position conversion and orientation oﬀset conﬁgurations to transform vendor robot data
for position and orientation. You can then update the AWS IoT RoboRunner worker resource for the
appropriate robot.
Sample combined position conversion reference points and orientation oﬀset JSON object
{

"positionConversion": [
{
"vendor": {
"x":0.0,
"y":0.0
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.99
}
},
{
"vendor": {
"x":268.82,
"y":0.0
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.99
}
},
{
"vendor": {
"x":268.82,
"y":220.27
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.98
}
},
{
"vendor": {
"x":0.0,
"y":220.27
},
"roboRunner": {
"x":38.59,
"y":-81.99092
}
}
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}

],
"orientationOffset": {
"degrees":10.0
}

Use the AWS IoT RoboRunner API to add both conﬁgurations to the worker ﬂeet and update the
resource.
aws iot-roborunner update-worker-fleet \
--id "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/worker-fleet/workerFleetId" \
--additional-fixed-properties \
"{\"schemaVersion\":\"1.0\",\"positionConversion\":[{\"vendor\":{\"x\":0.0,\"y
\":0.0},\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.99}},{\"vendor\":{\"x\":268.82,\"y\":0.0},
\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.99}},{\"vendor\":{\"x\":268.82,\"y\":220.27},
\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.98}},{\"vendor\":{\"x\":0.0,\"y\":220.27},
\"roboRunner\":{\"x\":38.59,\"y\":-81.99}}],\"orientationOffset\":{\"degrees\":10.0}}"

When the FMSG application starts with the conﬁguration present, it transforms all vendor robot position
coordinates and orientation. It then updates the corresponding worker resource with the transformed
values.
Restart the AWS IoT Greengrass component and FMSG application in order for the new conﬁguration to
take eﬀect.

Check worker resource updates
When you deploy the FMSG application, your AWS IoT RoboRunner worker resources are updated with
robot data retrieved from vendor FMS.
Use the AWS IoT RoboRunner API to list workers that you are interested in reviewing.
aws iot-roborunner list-workers \
--site "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId" \
--fleet "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/worker-fleet/workerFleetId"

Shared space management (SM) application
This section describes how to set up and work with shared space management (SM) to enable your multirobot ﬂeets to interoperate through shared spaces, such as intersections and corridors.
To work with SM, you need to set up a shared space destination (p. 3) that deﬁnes which robots can
occupy which areas, and an SM priority queue that manages which robots are occupying or waiting to
enter the shared space.
Topics
• Setting up a shared space destination (p. 23)
• Setting up a shared space management priority queue (p. 30)
• Troubleshooting shared space timeouts (p. 33)

Setting up a shared space destination
The following steps describe how to create a destination (p. 3) in AWS IoT RoboRunner that is associated
with your worker ﬂeet as a shared space.
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Before you begin, make sure that your worker ﬂeet is set up. For more information, see Creating AWS
Resources for ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) (p. 7).

To set up a shared space destination in AWS IoT RoboRunner
1.
2.

Obtain your worker ﬂeet Amazon Resource Name (ARN) (p. 24).
Set up a vendor shared space (p. 24).

3.
4.

Create your shared space destination in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 29).
(Recommended) Verify that the destination was successfully created (p. 29).

For details on each of these steps, see the following sections.

Obtaining your worker ﬂeet ARN
Important

To do this step, you must have the AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) already installed. If
you don't have it conﬁgured, see About the AWS Command Line Interface.
This step describes how to get the ARN of the worker ﬂeet, which you need for the following steps in
order to create your shared space destination.

To obtain the worker ﬂeet ARN for your shared space destination
1.

Run the following command, supplying the ARN of your AWS IoT RoboRunner site (p. 2).
aws iot-roborunner list-worker-fleets -site="arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId"

2.

The command outputs a JSON list of your worker ﬂeets, including the one for which you have set up
your vendor shared space. Find that entry in the list.
Example of typical output:
{

"workerFleets": [
{
"arn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/workerfleet/workerFleetId",
"id": "workerFleetId",
"name": "fleetName",
"site": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"createdAt": "2022-10-28T22:00:53.589000-04:00",
"updatedAt": "2022-10-28T22:00:53.589000-04:00"
}
]
}

3.

Save the value of the arn ﬁeld. This is your worker ﬂeet ARN, which you need for creating your
vendor shared space in the next step.

Setting up a vendor shared space
Before you can create a destination for a shared space in AWS IoT RoboRunner, you must ﬁrst create at
least one vendor shared space in the ﬂeet management system (FMS) for the worker ﬂeet's vendor. Each
vendor's FMS software is diﬀerent, so the speciﬁc steps depend on the vendor.
Regardless of the vendor, the process looks the same overall: you begin by setting up the vendor's FMS
software, and ﬁnish by producing a formatted JSON string that you need in the next step.
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For information about how to set up a vendor shared space and produce the necessary JSON formatted
string, see the following:

Instructions for speciﬁc vendors
• Mobile Industrial Robots (MiR) (p. 25)

Setting up a vendor shared space for Mobile Industrial Robots
(MiR)
The following steps describe how to set up a vendor shared space for a worker ﬂeet by using the Mobile
Industrial Robots (MiR) ﬂeet management system software. You need to do this in order to obtain the
formatted JSON string to set up your corresponding shared space destination in AWS IoT RoboRunner.

Important

Before you begin, make sure the MiR ﬂeet management system software is already set up. For
more information, see your vendor-provided documentation.

To set up a vendor shared space for MiR
1.

Name your vendor shared space (p. 25).

2.

Create your vendor shared space (p. 25).

3.

Obtain your vendor shared space ID (p. 28).

4.

Format a JSON string (p. 28).

Naming your vendor shared space
AWS IoT RoboRunner requires each shared space to have a unique name. You can choose a name that
best matches your operations workﬂow for the shared space.
The name you choose must meet two requirements:
• Each vendor shared space must have a unique name (no two vendor shared spaces can share the same
name). For example, if you have named one vendor shared space BostonSharedSpace, then no other
shared space can use that name.
• The vendor shared space name must exactly match the name of the corresponding
destination (p. 3) in AWS IoT RoboRunner. For example, if you have named your vendor shared
space BostonSharedSpace, then your shared space destination must also be named exactly
BostonSharedSpace.
Choose the name that you want for your vendor shared space and continue to the next step.

Creating your vendor shared space
MiR provides a feature called a limit-robots zone, which limits the number of robots that can occupy a
certain area. AWS IoT RoboRunner uses the limit-robots zone as the vendor shared space for MiR.
After you have selected a name for your shared space as described previously, follow these steps to
create a new limit-robots zone by using the MiR Fleet software.

Note

For further information about how to work with the MiR ﬂeet management system software,
see your vendor-provided documentation.
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To create a MiR vendor shared space using a limit-robots zone
1.

Open the MiR Fleet mapping tool.

2.

On the navigation bar, choose Setup. A menu appears.

3.

On the menu, choose Maps. Your site map appears.

4.

On the mapping tool, for the object list, choose Limit-robots zones (Fleet).

5.

Using your pointer, draw a polygon that represents the zone that you want AWS IoT RoboRunner to
manage as a shared space. Green dots represent the corners of the area.

Important

The limit-robots zone must completely cover the area from wall to wall. We recommend
extending the zone past the wall in order to ensure that it covers the entire space.
If you create multiple limit-robots zones, make sure that they are at least 2.5 meters apart
from each other. Failure to do so can prevent SM from being able to tell when a worker has
left a zone, preventing other workers from entering.
•

When you ﬁnish drawing, on the map toolbar, choose Finish current shape.
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6.

Edit the shape settings for your new zone.
a.

On the map toolbar, choose Edit the shape settings.

b.

For Name, enter the name you chose in a previous step.

c.

For Robot limit, enter 1.

d.

Choose OK.
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Obtaining your vendor shared space ID
After you set up your vendor shared space in the previous section, you need to obtain its shared space ID
in order to use it with AWS IoT RoboRunner.

To obtain the shared space ID for your vendor shared space from MiR
1.

Open a terminal.

2.

Run the following command, substituting your MiR API endpoint and MiR API key as shown.
curl
-H
-H
-H

3.

-X GET "http://mirApiEndpoint/api/v2.0.0/resources/areas" \
"accept: application/json" \
"Authorization: Basic mirApiKey" \
"Accept-Language: en_US"

The curl output should look similar to the following. Save the value of the guid ﬁeld. This is your
shared space ID, which you will use in the next step.
[

]

{

}

"queue":[],
"map_id": mapId,
"name":"sharedSpaceName",
"blocked_for_entry":false,
"assigned":[],
"url":"/v2.0.0/resources/areas/sharedSpaceId",
"guid":"sharedSpaceId"

Formatting a JSON string
Important

To complete this step, you need to have the Amazon Resource Name (ARN) for your worker ﬂeet
that you want to use with your shared space. For more information, see Obtaining your worker
ﬂeet ARN (p. 24).
Using the shared space ID and worker ﬂeet ARN from the previous steps, create a formatted JSON string
that you will use for setting up your shared space destination in AWS IoT RoboRunner.
The JSON string is as follows, substituting your shared space ID and worker ﬂeet ARN in the indicated
places.
"{\"schemaVersion\":\"1.0\",\"vendorSharedSpaces\":[{\"guid\":\"sharedSpaceId\",
\"workerFleetArn\":\"workerFleetArn\"}],\"customFixedProperties\":{}}"

Tip

If you ﬁnd the required format to be diﬃcult to read, you can use your preferred JSON string
formatting tool to do the formatting for you.

To produce a formatted JSON string using a tool
1.

Prepare JSON in readable format such as the following, substituting your shared space ID
and worker ﬂeet ARN in the indicated places.
{

"schemaVersion": "1.0",
"vendorSharedSpaces": [
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{

}

"guid": "sharedSpaceId",
"workerFleetArn": "workerFleetArn"

}
],
"customFixedProperties": {
}

2.

Paste it into your preferred JSON string formatting tool.

3.

Copy the formatted JSON string that the tool produces.

Creating a shared space destination in AWS IoT RoboRunner
After you've created your vendor shared space in the previous steps, you're ready to create your shared
space destination in AWS IoT RoboRunner.
SM models the shared space as a destination (p. 3), so you create it by running the createdestination operation.
aws iot-roborunner create-destination \
--site="siteArn" \
--name="sharedSpaceName" \
--additional-fixed-properties="jsonString" \
--state="ENABLED"

Parameters for the preceding command:
site
(Required) The ARN of the site (p. 2) that contains your worker ﬂeets. This looks like
arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId.
name
(Required) The unique name of the shared space, as created in the vendor FMS. For more
information, see the section called “Naming your vendor shared space” (p. 25).
additional-fixed-properties
(Required) The formatted JSON string that describes your vendor shared space, which you produced
in the previous step. For details about the JSON schema of this property, see JSON schema for
destination additional ﬁxed properties (p. 74).

Note

Although the CreateDestination operation deﬁnes additional-fixed-properties as
optional, this parameter is required when the destination that you're creating is for use with
a shared space.
When the create-destination operation completes, your shared space is ready for AWS IoT
RoboRunner to use.

Verifying that the destination was successfully created
To verify that your shared space is set up as expected, run the following command with your site ARN.
aws iot-roborunner list-destinations -site="arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId"
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The command's output should be similar to the following response, with one destination for every
shared space that you want AWS IoT RoboRunner to manage.
{

"destinations": [
{
"arn":
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/:destination/destinationId",
"id": "destinationId",
"name": "sharedSpaceName",
"site": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"createdAt": "2022-10-28T22:03:34.610000-04:00",
"updatedAt": "2022-10-31T09:54:13.386000-04:00",
"state": "ENABLED",
"additionalFixedProperties": "jsonString"
}
]

}

Setting up a shared space management priority
queue
Shared space management uses a priority queue to manage robots that are waiting to enter a shared
space and robots that are already in the shared space. Without this table, shared space management
is unable to manage vendor shared spaces. The priority queue is a detailed DynamoDB table that’s
encrypted with a customer managed AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) key. This section
describes how to create and set up this priority queue.

Create a customer managed AWS KMS key
Option 1: Use the AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI)
1.

To create a customer managed AWS KMS key, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws kms create-key --description 'A customer managed AWS KMS key to be used by the
shared space management priority queue'

Copy the KeyId value from the output. You use it in the next step.
2.

To create an alias for the customer managed AWS KMS key, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws kms create-alias \
--alias-name sm-priority-queue-cmk \
--target-key-id keyId

3.

To verify that your alias was created, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws kms list-aliases

Option 2: Use the AWS KMS console
1.

Sign in to the AWS KMS console.

2.

To change to the appropriate AWS Region, use the Region selector in the upper-right corner of the
page.

3.

On the navigation pane, choose Customer managed keys.
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4.
5.
6.

Choose create key.
Create a symmetric encryption AWS KMS key. For Key type choose Symmetric.
For Key usage, the Encrypt and decrypt option is selected for you by default. Choose Next.

7.

Enter the following alias for the customer managed AWS KMS key: sm-priority-queue-cmk.

Note

Shared space management requires this speciﬁc alias name. An alias is a display name
that you can use to identify the customer managed AWS KMS key. You must use the alias
provided so that ﬂeet management system gateway can ﬁnd and use the key.
8.

(Optional) Provide a description for the customer managed AWS KMS key. Example: A customer
managed AWS KMS key to be used by the shared space management priority
queue.

9.

(Optional) Provide a tag key and value.

10. Choose Next.
11. Select the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) users and roles that can administer the AWS
KMS key.
12. (Optional) To prevent the selected IAM users and roles from deleting this customer managed AWS
KMS key, in the Key deletion section at the bottom of the page, clear the Allow key administrators
to delete this key check box.
13. Choose Next.
14. Select the IAM users and roles that can use the key in cryptographic operations. For information
about cryptographic operations, see Cryptographic operations.

Create the shared space management priority queue in
DynamoDB
Option 1: Allow the shared space management application to create the table for you
(recommended)

Note

These instructions assume that you have copies of the fmsgCoreConfiguration.json and
fmsgConnectorConfiguration.json ﬁles located in the configuration directory of the
FMSG sample application.

Conﬁgure the shared space management application
1.

Edit the fmsgCoreConfiguration.json ﬁle so that it contains the following values.
{

}

2.

"fmsgCoreConfiguration": {
"siteArn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"enableSpaceManagement": true,
"maximumSharedSpaceCrossingTime": 300,
"vendorSharedSpacePollingInterval": 9
}

Edit the fmsgConnectorConfiguration.json so that it contains the following values.
{

"fmsgConnectorConfiguration": [
{
"fleetType": "MIR",
"workerFleetArn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"apiEndpoint": "mirApiEndpoint",
"apiSecretName": "apiSecretName",
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}

]

}

"enableConnector": true

3.

To start the ﬂeet management system gateway AWS IoT Greengrass component, follow the steps
in the section called “Creating the ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) AWS IoT Greengrass
component” (p. 37) and the section called “Deploying the ﬂeet management system gateway
(FMSG) AWS IoT Greengrass component” (p. 43).

4.

Verify that you see the following output in the logs:
• Creating the SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue table
• Created SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue table
• Waiting for SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue to turn ACTIVE
• SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue table is now ACTIVE

Option 2: Use the AWS CLI
1.

To create the priority queue, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws dynamodb create-table \
--table-name SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue \
--attribute-definitions AttributeName=sharedSpaceArn,AttributeType=S
AttributeName=priority,AttributeType=S \
--key-schema AttributeName=sharedSpaceArn,KeyType=HASH
AttributeName=priority,KeyType=RANGE \
--provisioned-throughput ReadCapacityUnits=5,WriteCapacityUnits=5 \
--billing-mode PAY_PER_REQUEST \
--sse-specification Enabled=true,SSEType=KMS,KMSMasterKeyId=sm-priority-queue-cmk

2.

To enable Time to Live (TTL) on the SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue table, use the
following AWS CLI command.
aws dynamodb update-time-to-live \
--table-name SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue \
--time-to-live-specification Enabled=true,AttributeName=timeToLive

3.

To describe TTL on the SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue table, use the following AWS
CLI command.
aws dynamodb describe-time-to-live --table-name SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue

Output from the command should resemble the following:
{

}

"TimeToLiveDescription": {
"TimeToLiveStatus": "ENABLED",
"AttributeName": "timeToLive"
}

Option 3: Use the DynamoDB console
1.

Sign in to the DynamoDB console (https://console.aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/).

2.

To change to the appropriate AWS Region, use the Region selector in the upper-right corner of the
page.
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3.

On the navigation pane, choose Tables.

4.

Choose Create table.

5.

Enter SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue as the table name.

6.

Enter sharedSpaceArn as the Partition key.

7.

Enter priority as the Sort key.

8.

In Table settings, clear Default settings by choosing Customize settings.

9.

Under Encryption At Rest, choose Stored in your account, and owned and managed by you.

10. In the search box, choose the sm-priority-queue-cmk customer managed key.
11. To create the shared space management priority queue, choose Create table.
12. Select the newly created table.
13. On the Additional settings tab, in the Time to Live (TTL) section, choose Enable.
14. To save the settings and enable TTL, choose Enable TTL.

Troubleshooting shared space timeouts
The shared space management (SM) solution creates logs that indicate when a robot has taken longer
than expected to cross a shared space. Exceeding the max crossing time may happen for a variety of
reasons. This topic helps you determine why the timeout occurred, and describes how to resolve it.
Topics
• What is a timeout? (p. 33)
• General: Multiple timeout messages, but the robot has exited by the time I investigate (p. 34)
• Shared space management (SM) logging (p. 35)

What is a timeout?
Shared space management (SM) is responsible for determining which robot in your heterogeneous ﬂeet
should be allocated the right-of-way to enter a shared space. Having permission to enter and exit a
shared space is referred to as the act of acquiring and releasing a lock for the shared space.
When a robot has acquired a lock for a shared space, SM expects it to start crossing immediately after
receiving the command from the appropriate ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) connector. SM
listens to determine when the robot has exited the shared space. It can then let the next robot on the
priority queue into the shared space.
A timeout is a warning for both you and SM that the robot holding a lock for the shared space has failed
to release the lock in the expected time frame. In other words, the robot is still crossing the shared space
despite SM expecting it to have exited.
SM uses the following formula to calculate when a lock holding robot should exit a shared space:
Max crossing time = Timestamp when robot acquired lock + Maximum amount of time robots are allowed
to cross a shared space
Sample timeout scenario
• Customer sets max crossing time to 5 minutes for all shared spaces.
• 9:00:00 AM: Robot 1 acquires lock to enter shared space A.
• 9:00:00 AM: SM app calculates that Robot 1 should exit shared space A at 9:05 AM.
• 9:00:01 AM: Robot 1 enters shared space A.
• 9:03:01 AM: Robot 1 stops in the middle of shared space A.
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• 9:05:01 AM: SM emits log that Robot 1 has timed out in shared space A.

General: Multiple timeout messages, but the robot has exited by
the time I investigate
If you see multiple timeout messages, but the robot has already exited the shared space when you
investigate, adjust the maximum crossing time to a larger value that more accurately reﬂects how long it
takes to cross a shared space.

Adjust maximum crossing time
Adjust the value to more accurately represent the amount of time it takes for a robot to enter and
exit a shared space. You set this value in the maximumSharedSpaceCrossingTime ﬁeld in the ﬂeet
management system gateway (FMSG) core conﬁguration. It can be any value between 0 and 900
seconds.
Sample core conﬁguration highlighting maximum crossing time value
{

"fmsgCoreConfiguration": {
"siteArn": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"enableWorkerPropertyUpdates": false,
"enableSpaceManagement": true,
"maximumSharedSpaceCrossingTime": 300,
"vendorSharedSpacePollingInterval": 3
}

}

Determine which robot had a timeout error
The SM application provides detailed logs that document which robot has timed out. The logs begin with
the word TIMEOUT so that it is clear what the log is about.
Sample log statement
[TIMEOUT] Worker: {} failed to cross shared space: {} by required time: {}
The log contains the following:
• AWS IoT RoboRunner Amazon Resource Name (ARN) for the worker that experienced a timeout
• AWS IoT RoboRunner ARN of the shared space that the worker has a log for
• A timestamp indicating when the crossing should have been completed
This log is at a warn level, so it requires immediate attention. For more details about log levels, see the
section called “Shared space management (SM) logging” (p. 35).

What to do when you receive a timeout message
Timeout messages require human intervention to help the robot ﬁnish crossing the shared space. Use
the log to determine which of your AWS IoT RoboRunner workers is having a problem and where the
worker is. The logs provide the ARNs of both AWS IoT RoboRunner resources.

Note

If you don't know which ARNs map to which worker, review the following:
• GetWorker call using the provided ARN to get the resource name
• GetDestination call using the ARN provided
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When you receive a timeout message
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to the physical shared space at your site and remove any obstacles that are preventing the robot
from crossing.
Fix the robot, if it's having technical issues.
Allow the robot to move through the shared space.
Ensure that the shared space is empty, and then follow the the section called “Update the priority
queue” (p. 35) steps.

Update the priority queue
After you have conﬁrmed that the robot is no longer in the shared space, remove the robot that's holding
the lock from the priority queue. This allows SM to grant access to the next robot in the queue.

To remove the robot holding the lock from the priority queue
1.

Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the DynamoDB console at https://
console.aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/.

2.

Choose Tables, and then choose the SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue link.

3.

Choose Explore table items, and then choose Query.
Use the information from the timeout log to ﬁnd the record.
In the sharedSpaceArn (Partition key) ﬁeld, enter the sharedSpaceArn.
Set the priority (Sort key) to LOCK.

4.
5.

Choose Run.
In the Items returned window, select the check box for the record provided.
When you're sure that the robot is no longer in the shared space, delete the record.
Under Actions, choose Delete items.

Shared space management (SM) logging
Review the information in this section for additional details about shared space management (SM) log
items, logging levels, descriptions, and expected actions.

Logging levels
To provide additional visibility into the application and its current state, AWS IoT RoboRunner includes
detailed logging to help you throughout your operations. Each log message has an associated log level
that gives a guide to the importance and overall urgency of the message. The following chart explains
how to read the logging, and deﬁnes the severity levels.
Level Description

Example log

DebugProvides detailed tracing. Used by
developers to ensure that SM is taking in
the expected inputs and completing the
expected requests.

"Added the following record to the priority
queue. Record: {}"

Info Provides information that helps you research
current operations and highlight overall
progress of the SM application.

"Fetching RoboRunner Shared Spaces for siteArn:
{}"
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Level Description

Example log

Warn Highlights potentially harmful situations
that require additional attention and human
intervention in order to ensure successful
operations.

"[TIMEOUT] Worker: {} failed to cross
SharedSpace: {} by required time: {}"

Error Highlights situations that prevent SM from
running normally, but where the application
will continue to run. Fix these problems right
away, so that they don't shut down SM or
cause unexpected behavior at the site.

"Unable to determine if workerArn: {}
experienced a timeout because there is no
connector for that vendor FMS. Expected
connector workerFleet: {}"

Fatal Flags severe error events that might cause
SM to shut down.

"Unable to register shared space management
(SM) callbacks because connectors are
uninitialized. These callbacks are required for the
SM application to run."

Log explanations
While we aim to have each log message clearly communicate a situation with all required data, it helps
to explain a few examples. The following table isn't inclusive of all of the logs from the SM application or
FMSG Connectors, but includes explanations for some of the most critical logs.
Log

Meaning

Expected action

"Unable to register shared
space management
(SM) callbacks because
connectors are
uninitialized. These
callbacks are required for
the SM application to run."

SM is unable to talk to any
FMSG Connectors.

1.

2.

"[TIMEOUT] Worker: {}
A robot took longer than
failed to cross SharedSpace: expected to cross the
{} by required time: {}"
shared space.

1.
2.
3.

Check the FMSG Fleet Management
conﬁguration ﬁle to ensure that your
connectors are created.
Then restart the application.

Verify that the robot is still physically
in the shared space.
Remove any obstacles that are
preventing the robot from passing.
If there are no obstacles, the max
crossing time conﬁgured is too low.
Increase the time to prevent false
positives.

"[PHYSICAL MISMATCH]:
WorkerArn: {} doesn't have
a lock for sharedSpaceArn:
{} because no worker does."

SM attempted to verify
that a robot held the
lock for a given shared
space, but was unable to
because the shared space
is unblocked (no locks
granted).

1.

"[PHYSICAL MISMATCH]
No actions can be taken
because workerArn: {}
doesn't hold the lock for
sharedSpaceArn: {}. The

SM attempted to let a
worker into a shared space,
but it was blocked because
another worker has a lock
for it.

No action required.
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Log

Meaning

Expected action

worker who actually holds
the lock is: {}"

Creating the ﬂeet management system gateway
(FMSG) AWS IoT Greengrass component
This topic describes how to create a custom AWS IoT Greengrass component to package and deploy the
ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) application. It assumes that you have an existing AWS IoT
Greengrass core device. For instructions on how to create a new AWS IoT Greengrass core device, see
Setting up AWS IoT Greengrass core devices.
Topics
• Creating and conﬁguring an Amazon S3 bucket for deployment artifacts (p. 37)
• Uploading FMSG Artifacts to Amazon S3 (p. 40)
• Creating a custom component (p. 40)

Creating and conﬁguring an Amazon S3 bucket for
deployment artifacts
To create an Amazon S3 bucket to hold AWS IoT Greengrass deployment artifacts for the FMSG
component, use the following AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) command.
aws s3api create-bucket \
--bucket artifactBucketName \
--region region \
--debug

Enable server-side encryption for the bucket
To create a (symmetrical by default) AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) key, use the following
AWS CLI command.
aws kms create-key

To encrypt the Amazon S3 bucket use the following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api put-bucket-encryption \
--bucket artifactBucketName
--server-side-encryption-configuration '{
"Rules": [
{
"ApplyServerSideEncryptionByDefault": {
"SSEAlgorithm": "aws:kms",
"KMSMasterKeyID": "kmsKeyArn"
},
"BucketKeyEnabled": true
}
]
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}'

Enable bucket versioning
To enable bucket versioning, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api put-bucket-versioning \
--bucket artifactBucketName \
--versioning-configuration Status=Enabled

Enable bucket access logging
To create an Amazon S3 bucket to hold access logs, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api create-bucket \
--bucket accessLogBucketName \
--region region

Create a ﬁle containing the following policy for the access log Amazon S3 bucket.
{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "S3ServerAccessLogsPolicy",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"Service": "logging.s3.amazonaws.com"
},
"Action": [
"s3:PutObject"
],
"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::accessLogBucketName/*",
"Condition": {
"ArnLike": {
"aws:SourceArn": "arn:aws:s3:::artifactBucketName"
},
"StringEquals": {
"aws:SourceAccount": "accountId"
}
}
}
]

To apply the policy to the access logging Amazon S3 bucket, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api put-bucket-policy \
--bucket accessLogBucketName \
--policy file://policyFileName.json

To update access logging bucket ACL to grant permissions to the Amazon S3 log delivery group, use the
following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api put-bucket-acl \
--bucket accessLogBucketName \
--grant-write URI=http://acs.amazonaws.com/groups/s3/LogDelivery \
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--grant-read-acp URI=http://acs.amazonaws.com/groups/s3/LogDelivery

Create a ﬁle containing the following logging conﬁguration for the access logging Amazon S3 bucket.
{

}

"LoggingEnabled": {
"TargetBucket": "accessLogBucketName",
"TargetPrefix": "artifactBucketName/"
}

To apply the logging policy to the bucket, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api put-bucket-logging \
--bucket artifactBucketName \
--bucket-logging-status file://configurationFileName.json

Accept only HTTPS requests to the Amazon S3 bucket
Create a ﬁle containing the following bucket policy that denies HTTP requests to the bucket.
{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "AllowSSLRequestsOnly",
"Action": "s3:*",
"Effect": "Deny",
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:s3:::artifactBucketName",
"arn:aws:s3:::artifactBucketName/*"
],
"Condition": {
"Bool": {
"aws:SecureTransport": "false"
}
},
"Principal": "*"
}
]

To apply the policy to the bucket, use the following AWS CLI command.
aws s3api put-bucket-policy \
--bucket artifactBucketName \
--policy file://policyFileName.json

Block public access to the Amazon S3 bucket
aws s3api put-public-access-block \
--bucket artifactBucketName \
--public-access-block-configuration '{
"BlockPublicAcls": true,
"IgnorePublicAcls": true,
"BlockPublicPolicy": true,
"RestrictPublicBuckets": true
}'
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Uploading FMSG Artifacts to Amazon S3
After you create your Amazon S3 bucket, you need to upload your FMSG artifacts to that bucket. You
must upload your artifacts to this Amazon S3 bucket to create your custom component in the next
section.

Important

Before you proceed, you must download, conﬁgure, and build the FMSG sample application.
You'll need this sample application to upload your artifacts to Amazon S3.
• For details about cloning the sample FMSG application's repository, see Working with ﬂeet
management system gateway (p. 7).
• For details about conﬁguring the application, see Setting up the ﬂeet management system
gateway (FMSG) conﬁguration ﬁles (p. 17).
• For details about how to build the application, see the README ﬁle in the repository.

To upload FMSG artifacts to your Amazon S3 bucket
1.

Obtain temporary credentials for your AWS account with suﬃcient permissions to upload ﬁles to
your Amazon S3 bucket.
These credentials include an access key, a secret key, and a session token. For details about how to
do this, see Requesting temporary security credentials in the IAM User Guide.

2.

To store your access key, secret key, and session token, run the following commands:
export AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID=accessKey
export AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY=secretKey
export AWS_SESSION_TOKEN=sessionToken

3.

Run the upload script from the sample application with the following command. Replace
artifactBucketName with your Amazon S3 bucket name.
./scripts/upload_to_s3.sh artifactBucketName

4.

From the AWS console, conﬁrm that Amazon S3 uploaded the following ﬁles to your bucket:
• fmsg_application.zip
• fmsg_configs.zip

Creating a custom component
Note

These instructions assume that you have a copy of the recipe.template.json ﬁle located in
the greengrass directory of the FMSG sample application.
1.

Open recipe.json in your preferred text editor. Replace the placeholder values with values
speciﬁc to your site.

2.

Create the component version with the following AWS CLI command:
aws greengrassv2 create-component-version --inline-recipe file://recipe.json

3.

The instructions in the section called “Setting up Fleet Manager API authorization tokens” (p. 11)
describe how to store the ﬂeet management system (FMS) authorization string in AWS Secrets
Manager. To give the component access to this string, attach the following policy to the core
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device's AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) role. By default, the name of this role is
GreenGrassV2TokenExchangeRole.
{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "ReadSecret",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"secretsmanager:GetSecretValue"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:secretsmanager:region:accountId:secret:fms1SecretId",
"arn:aws:secretsmanager:region:accountId:secret:fms2SecretId"
]
}
]

Note

For the Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) used in the Resource section, copy the secret
ARNs for your FMS authorization strings from the AWS Secrets Manager console.
4.

To give the component access to AWS IoT RoboRunner resources, attach the following policy to the
core device's IAM role.
{

}

5.

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "ReadWriteRoboRunnerResources",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetSite",
"iotroborunner:GetWorker",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorker",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkers",
"iotroborunner:GetWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkerFleets",
"iotroborunner:GetDestination",
"iotroborunner:UpdateDestination",
"iotroborunner:ListDestinations"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId",
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:accountId:site/siteId/*"
]
}
]

To give the component access to the Amazon S3 bucket for FMSG deployment artifacts, attach the
following policy to the core device's IAM role.
{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:GetObject"
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}

6.

]

}

],
"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::artifactBucketName/*"

To give the component read and write access to the shared space priority queue, attach the
following policy to the core device's IAM role.
{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "ReadWritePriorityQueue",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"dynamodb:BatchGetItem",
"dynamodb:BatchWriteItem",
"dynamodb:PutItem",
"dynamodb:DeleteItem",
"dynamodb:GetItem",
"dynamodb:Query",
"dynamodb:UpdateItem"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:dynamodb:region:accountId:table/
SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue/index/*",
"arn:aws:dynamodb:region:accountId:table/
SharedSpaceManagementPriorityQueue/"
]
},
{
"Sid": "DecryptPriorityQueue",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"kms:Decrypt",
"kms:Encrypt",
"kms:DescribeKey",
"kms:ReEncrypt*",
"kms:GenerateDataKey*"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:kms:region:accountId:key/priorityQueueEncryptionKeyId"
]
}
]
}

To attach each policy to the core device's IAM role, use the following AWS CLI commands.
The second command assumes that you're using the default name for this role:
GreengrassV2TokenExchangeRole.
aws iam create-policy \
--policy-name policyName \
--policy-document file://policyFileName.json

aws iam attach-role-policy \
--role-name GreengrassV2TokenExchangeRole \
--policy-arn arn:aws:iam::accountId:policy/FmsgReadWriteSmPriorityQueuePolicy
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Deploying the ﬂeet management system gateway
(FMSG) AWS IoT Greengrass component
This topic describes how to deploy the ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) AWS IoT Greengrass
component to an AWS IOT Device SDK for C device. You can add the FMSG component to an existing
AWS IoT Greengrass deployment. For information about how to create a AWS IoT Greengrass
deployment, see Deploy AWS IoT Greengrass components to devices.
1.

In the next step, you need the Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the thing group where your
component is to be deployed. If you don't know this value, use the following AWS Command Line
Interface (AWS CLI) command to list the AWS IoT Greengrass thing groups in your core device.
aws iot list-thing-groups

2.

Create a ﬁle containing the following AWS IoT Greengrass deployment conﬁguration.

Note

The component version for aws.greengrass.Cli must be 2.5.3 or higher.
{

}

3.

"targetArn": "arn:aws:iot:region:accountId:thing/thingGroupName",
"deploymentName": "Deployment for FMSG GreenGrass Component",
"components": {
"aws.greengrass.Cli": {
"componentVersion": "componentVersion"
},
"fmsgComponentName": {
"componentVersion": "fmsgComponentVersion"
}
},
"deploymentPolicies": {
"failureHandlingPolicy": "DO_NOTHING",
"componentUpdatePolicy": {
"timeoutInSeconds": 60,
"action": "NOTIFY_COMPONENTS"
},
"configurationValidationPolicy": {
"timeoutInSeconds": 60
}
}

Use the following AWS CLI command to deploy the FMSG component to your AWS IoT Greengrass
core device.
aws greengrassv2 create-deployment \
--cli-input-json file://deploymentConfigurationFileName.json

For information about how to monitor your deployment, see Check deployment status.
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Publishing ﬂeet management system gateway
(FMSG) AWS IoT Greengrass component logs to
CloudWatch
When your ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) sample application is deployed as a AWS IoT
Greengrass component, application log ﬁles are created on your AWS IoT Core device.
You can move these log ﬁles out of your core device and into AWS for storage and future use. AWS IoT
Greengrass provides a log manager component to remove log ﬁles from a core device and publish them
to Amazon CloudWatch. For more information about the log manager component, see Log manager.
To remove FMSG component log ﬁles from the core device and publish them to CloudWatch Logs, deploy
the log manager along with your FMSG AWS IoT Greengrass component.
We recommend the following log manager conﬁguration for your FMSG AWS IoT Greengrass component.

{

}

"logsUploaderConfiguration": {
"systemLogsConfiguration": {
"uploadToCloudWatch": true,
"minimumLogLevel": "INFO",
"diskSpaceLimit": 25,
"diskSpaceLimitUnit": "MB",
"deleteLogFileAfterCloudUpload": true
},
"componentLogsConfigurationMap": {
"FMSG component name": {
"minimumLogLevel": "INFO",
"diskSpaceLimit": 25,
"diskSpaceLimitUnit": "MB",
"deleteLogFileAfterCloudUpload": true
}
}
},
"periodicUploadIntervalSec": 600
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Monitoring AWS IoT RoboRunner
Monitoring is an important part of ensuring the reliability, availability, and performance of AWS
IoT RoboRunner and your other AWS solutions. AWS provides monitoring tools to watch AWS IoT
RoboRunner, report when something is wrong, and take automatic actions when appropriate.
AWS CloudTrail captures API calls and related events made by or on behalf of your AWS account and
optionally delivers the log ﬁles to an Amazon S3 bucket that you specify. You can identify which users
and accounts called AWS, the source IP address from which the calls were made, and when the calls
occurred. For more information, see the AWS CloudTrail User Guide.
Amazon CloudWatch monitors your AWS resources and the applications you run on AWS in real time.
You can collect and track metrics, create customized dashboards, and set alarms that notify you or take
actions when a speciﬁed metric reaches a threshold that you specify. For more information, see the
Amazon CloudWatch User Guide.
Topics
• Logging AWS IoT RoboRunner API calls using AWS CloudTrail (p. 46)
• Monitoring AWS IoT RoboRunner with Amazon CloudWatch (p. 48)
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Logging AWS IoT RoboRunner API calls using AWS
CloudTrail
AWS IoT RoboRunner is integrated with AWS CloudTrail, a service that provides a record of actions taken
by a user, role, or an AWS service in AWS IoT RoboRunner. CloudTrail captures all API calls for AWS IoT
RoboRunner as events. The calls captured include calls from the AWS IoT RoboRunner console and code
calls to the AWS IoT RoboRunner API operations. If you create a trail, you can enable continuous delivery
of CloudTrail events to an Amazon S3 bucket, including events for AWS IoT RoboRunner. If you don't
conﬁgure a trail, you can still view the most recent events in the CloudTrail console in Event history.
Using the information collected by CloudTrail, you can determine the request that was made to AWS
IoT RoboRunner, the IP address from which the request was made, who made the request, when it was
made, and additional details.
To learn more about CloudTrail, see the AWS CloudTrail User Guide.

AWS IoT RoboRunner information in CloudTrail
CloudTrail is enabled on your AWS account when you create the account. When activity occurs in AWS IoT
RoboRunner, that activity is recorded in a CloudTrail event along with other AWS service events in Event
history. You can view, search, and download recent events in your AWS account. For more information,
see Viewing events with CloudTrail Event history.
For an ongoing record of events in your AWS account, including events for AWS IoT RoboRunner, create
a trail. A trail enables CloudTrail to deliver log ﬁles to an Amazon S3 bucket. By default, when you create
a trail in the console, the trail applies to all AWS Regions. The trail logs events from all Regions in the
AWS partition and delivers the log ﬁles to the Amazon S3 bucket that you specify. Additionally, you can
conﬁgure other AWS services to further analyze and act upon the event data collected in CloudTrail logs.
For more information, see the following:
• Overview for creating a trail
• CloudTrail supported services and integrations
• Conﬁguring Amazon SNS notiﬁcations for CloudTrail
• Receiving CloudTrail log ﬁles from multiple regions and Receiving CloudTrail log ﬁles from multiple
accounts
All AWS IoT RoboRunner actions are logged by CloudTrail and are documented in the AWS IoT
RoboRunner API Reference. For example, calls to the UpdateSite, and ListWorkers actions generate
entries in the CloudTrail log ﬁles.
Every event or log entry contains information about who generated the request. The identity
information helps you determine the following:
• Whether the request was made with root or AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) user
credentials.
• Whether the request was made with temporary security credentials for a role or federated user.
• Whether the request was made by another AWS service.
For more information, see the CloudTrail userIdentity element.

Understanding AWS IoT RoboRunner log ﬁle entries
A trail is a conﬁguration that enables delivery of events as log ﬁles to an Amazon S3 bucket that you
specify. CloudTrail log ﬁles contain one or more log entries. An event represents a single request from
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any source and includes information about the requested action, the date and time of the action, request
parameters, and so on. CloudTrail log ﬁles aren't an ordered stack trace of the public API calls, so they
don't appear in any speciﬁc order.
The following example shows a CloudTrail log entry that demonstrates the DeleteSite action.
{

"eventVersion": "1.08",
"userIdentity": {
"type": "IAMUser",
"principalId": "AIDACKCEVSQ6C2EXAMPLE",
"arn": "arn:aws:iam::123456789012:user/Administrator",
"accountId": "123456789012",
"accessKeyId": "AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE",
"userName": "Administrator",
"sessionContext": {
"sessionIssuer": {},
"webIdFederationData": {},
"attributes": {
"mfaAuthenticated": "false",
"creationDate": "2020-03-11T17:26:40Z"
}
},
"invokedBy": "signin.amazonaws.com"
},
"eventTime": "2021-11-09T15:42:24Z",
"eventSource": "iotroborunner.amazonaws.com",
"eventName": "DeleteSite",
"awsRegion": "us-east-1",
"sourceIPAddress": "192.0.2.44",
"userAgent": "signin.amazonaws.com",
"requestParameters": {
"clientToken": "e1318436-e007-4f7e-9b83-3d70dbf5a4f7",
"id": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:us-east-1:123456789012:site/0607f0f6-6a1d-4909-85ffa92555a43228"
},
"responseElements": {
"Access-Control-Expose-Headers": "x-amzn-errormessage,date,x-amz-apigw-id,x-amzntrace-id,x-amzn-errortype,x-amzn-requestid"
},
"requestID": "5290fd11-4636-4a82-9fb8-a4f29326748c",
"eventID": "1a0aca4f-7784-47e2-ab5d-2eeabf36d9d9",
"readOnly": false,
"eventType": "AwsApiCall",
"managementEvent": true,
"recipientAccountId": "123456789012",
"eventCategory": "Management"
}
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Monitoring AWS IoT RoboRunner with Amazon
CloudWatch
AWS IoT RoboRunner sends metrics to Amazon CloudWatch. You can use the AWS Management Console,
the AWS Command Line Interface, or an API to list the metrics that AWS IoT RoboRunner sends to
CloudWatch.
AWS IoT RoboRunner currently publishes API call count metrics to the AWS/Usage namespace in
CloudWatch. For more details, see AWS API usage metrics.
Metrics exist only in the Region in which they are created. Metrics cannot be deleted, but they
automatically expire after 15 months if no new data is published to them. For more information about
CloudWatch, see the CloudWatch User Guide.

Pricing

CloudWatch has an Always Free tier. Beyond the free tier threshold, CloudWatch charges for
metrics, dashboards, alarms, logs, and insights. For details, see CloudWatch pricing.
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Security in AWS IoT RoboRunner
Cloud security at AWS is the highest priority. As an AWS customer, you beneﬁt from a data center and
network architecture that is built to meet the requirements of the most security-sensitive organizations.
Security is a shared responsibility between AWS and you. The shared responsibility model describes this
as security of the cloud and security in the cloud:
• Security of the cloud – AWS is responsible for protecting the infrastructure that runs AWS services in
the AWS Cloud. AWS also provides you with services that you can use securely. Third-party auditors
regularly test and verify the eﬀectiveness of our security as part of the AWS compliance programs. To
learn about the compliance programs that apply to AWS IoT RoboRunner, see AWS Services in Scope
by Compliance Program.
• Security in the cloud – Your responsibility is determined by the AWS service that you use. You are also
responsible for other factors including the sensitivity of your data, your company’s requirements, and
applicable laws and regulations.
This documentation helps you understand how to apply the shared responsibility model when using
AWS IoT RoboRunner. The following topics show you how to conﬁgure AWS IoT RoboRunner to meet
your security and compliance objectives. You also learn how to use other AWS services that help you to
monitor and secure your AWS IoT RoboRunner resources.
Topics
• Data protection in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 50)
• Identity and Access Management for AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 52)
• Compliance validation for AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 68)
• Security best practices for AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 68)
• Access AWS IoT RoboRunner using an interface endpoint (AWS PrivateLink) (p. 70)
• Resilience in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 72)
• Infrastructure security in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 72)
• Conﬁguration and vulnerability analysis in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 73)

Data protection in AWS IoT RoboRunner
The AWS shared responsibility model applies to data protection in AWS IoT RoboRunner. As described
in this model, AWS is responsible for protecting the global infrastructure that runs all of the AWS Cloud.
You are responsible for maintaining control over your content that is hosted on this infrastructure. This
content includes the security conﬁguration and management tasks for the AWS services that you use. For
more information about data privacy, see the Data Privacy FAQ. For information about data protection in
Europe, see the AWS Shared Responsibility Model and GDPR blog post on the AWS Security Blog.
For data protection purposes, we recommend that you protect AWS account credentials and set up
individual users with AWS IAM Identity Center (successor to AWS Single Sign-On) or AWS Identity and
Access Management (IAM). That way, each user is given only the permissions necessary to fulﬁll their job
duties. We also recommend that you secure your data in the following ways:
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• Use multi-factor authentication (MFA) with each account.
• Use SSL/TLS to communicate with AWS resources. We recommend TLS 1.2 or later.
• Set up API and user activity logging with AWS CloudTrail.
• Use AWS encryption solutions, along with all default security controls within AWS services.
• Use advanced managed security services such as Amazon Macie, which assists in discovering and
securing sensitive data that is stored in Amazon S3.
• If you require FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic modules when accessing AWS through a command
line interface or an API, use a FIPS endpoint. For more information about the available FIPS endpoints,
see Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2.
We strongly recommend that you never put conﬁdential or sensitive information, such as your
customers' email addresses, into tags or free-form ﬁelds such as a Name ﬁeld. This includes when
you work with AWS IoT RoboRunner or other AWS services using the console, API, AWS CLI, or AWS
SDKs. Any data that you enter into tags or free-form ﬁelds used for names may be used for billing or
diagnostic logs. If you provide a URL to an external server, we strongly recommend that you do not
include credentials information in the URL to validate your request to that server.
Sections
• Encryption at rest (p. 51)
• Encryption in transit (p. 51)

Encryption at rest
Data encryption refers to protecting data while in-transit (as it travels to and from AWS IoT
RoboRunner), and at rest (while it is stored in AWS services). You can protect data in transit using
Transport Layer Security (TLS) or at rest using client-side encryption.
AWS IoT RoboRunner stores data in other AWS services that encrypt data at rest by default. Encryption
at rest integrates with AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) for managing the encryption key that is
used to encrypt your service ﬁeld values and aggregate values in AWS IoT RoboRunner.
AWS IoT RoboRunner encrypts all customer data at rest using encryption keys stored in AWS KMS.
Organizational policies, industry or government regulations, and compliance requirements often require
the use of encryption at rest to increase the data security of your applications. AWS IoT RoboRunner uses
the service-owned KMS key to encrypt customer data at no additional charge to you.
How it works
AWS IoT RoboRunner manages AWS KMS encryption keys on your behalf and uses it to encrypt the data
stored in your account. You can't view, manage, or use the AWS IoT RoboRunner encryption keys, or
audit their use. However, you don't need to do any work or change any programs to protect the keys that
encrypt your data.
Again, you're not charged a monthly fee or a usage fee if you use AWS-owned keys, and they don't count
against AWS KMS quotas for your account.

Encryption in transit
When you manage AWS IoT RoboRunner resources with the AWS Management Console, AWS SDK, or the
AWS IoT RoboRunner API, all communication is encrypted with Transport Layer Security (TLS), so it is
secure by default.
For a complete list of API endpoints, see Regions and endpoints in the AWS General Reference.
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Identity and Access Management for AWS IoT
RoboRunner
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is an AWS service that helps an administrator securely
control access to AWS resources. IAM administrators control who can be authenticated (signed in) and
authorized (have permissions) to use AWS IoT RoboRunner resources. IAM is an AWS service that you can
use with no additional charge.
Topics
• Audience (p. 52)
• Authenticating with identities (p. 52)
• Managing access using policies (p. 55)
• How AWS IoT RoboRunner works with IAM (p. 56)
• Identity-based policy examples for AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 61)
• AWS managed policies for AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 64)
• Troubleshooting AWS IoT RoboRunner identity and access (p. 66)

Audience
How you use AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) diﬀers, depending on the work that you do in
AWS IoT RoboRunner.
Service user – If you use the AWS IoT RoboRunner service to do your job, then your administrator
provides you with the credentials and permissions that you need. As you use more AWS IoT RoboRunner
features to do your work, you might need additional permissions. Understanding how access is managed
can help you request the right permissions from your administrator. If you cannot access a feature in
AWS IoT RoboRunner, see Troubleshooting AWS IoT RoboRunner identity and access (p. 66).
Service administrator – If you're in charge of AWS IoT RoboRunner resources at your company, you
probably have full access to AWS IoT RoboRunner. It's your job to determine which AWS IoT RoboRunner
features and resources your service users should access. You must then submit requests to your IAM
administrator to change the permissions of your service users. Review the information on this page to
understand the basic concepts of IAM. To learn more about how your company can use IAM with AWS IoT
RoboRunner, see How AWS IoT RoboRunner works with IAM (p. 56).
IAM administrator – If you're an IAM administrator, you might want to learn details about how you
can write policies to manage access to AWS IoT RoboRunner. To view example AWS IoT RoboRunner
identity-based policies that you can use in IAM, see Identity-based policy examples for AWS IoT
RoboRunner (p. 61).

Authenticating with identities
Authentication is how you sign in to AWS using your identity credentials. You must be authenticated
(signed in to AWS) as the AWS account root user, as an IAM user, or by assuming an IAM role.
You can sign in to AWS as a federated identity by using credentials provided through an identity source.
AWS IAM Identity Center (successor to AWS Single Sign-On) (IAM Identity Center) users, your company's
single sign-on authentication, and your Google or Facebook credentials are examples of federated
identities. When you sign in as a federated identity, your administrator previously set up identity
federation using IAM roles. When you access AWS by using federation, you are indirectly assuming a role.
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Depending on the type of user you are, you can sign in to the AWS Management Console or the AWS
access portal. For more information about signing in to AWS, see How to sign in to your AWS account in
the AWS Sign-In User Guide.
If you access AWS programmatically, AWS provides a software development kit (SDK) and a command
line interface (CLI) to cryptographically sign your requests using your credentials. If you don't use AWS
tools, you must sign requests yourself. For more information about using the recommended method to
sign requests yourself, see Signature Version 4 signing process in the AWS General Reference.
Regardless of the authentication method that you use, you might be required to provide additional
security information. For example, AWS recommends that you use multi-factor authentication (MFA)
to increase the security of your account. To learn more, see Multi-factor authentication in the AWS IAM
Identity Center (successor to AWS Single Sign-On) User Guide and Using multi-factor authentication (MFA)
in AWS in the IAM User Guide.

AWS account root user
When you create an AWS account, you begin with one sign-in identity that has complete access to
all AWS services and resources in the account. This identity is called the AWS account root user and is
accessed by signing in with the email address and password that you used to create the account. We
strongly recommend that you don't use the root user for your everyday tasks. Safeguard your root user
credentials and use them to perform the tasks that only the root user can perform. For the complete list
of tasks that require you to sign in as the root user, see Tasks that require root user credentials in the
AWS Account Management Reference Guide.

Federated identity
As a best practice, require human users, including users that require administrator access, to use
federation with an identity provider to access AWS services by using temporary credentials.
A federated identity is a user from your enterprise user directory, a web identity provider, the AWS
Directory Service, the Identity Center directory, or any user that accesses AWS services by using
credentials provided through an identity source. When federated identities access AWS accounts, they
assume roles, and the roles provide temporary credentials.
For centralized access management, we recommend that you use AWS IAM Identity Center (successor to
AWS Single Sign-On). You can create users and groups in IAM Identity Center, or you can connect and
synchronize to a set of users and groups in your own identity source for use across all your AWS accounts
and applications. For information about IAM Identity Center, see What is IAM Identity Center? in the AWS
IAM Identity Center (successor to AWS Single Sign-On) User Guide.

IAM users and groups
An IAM user is an identity within your AWS account that has speciﬁc permissions for a single person or
application. Where possible, we recommend relying on temporary credentials instead of creating IAM
users who have long-term credentials such as passwords and access keys. However, if you have speciﬁc
use cases that require long-term credentials with IAM users, we recommend that you rotate access keys.
For more information, see Rotate access keys regularly for use cases that require long-term credentials in
the IAM User Guide.
An IAM group is an identity that speciﬁes a collection of IAM users. You can't sign in as a group. You
can use groups to specify permissions for multiple users at a time. Groups make permissions easier to
manage for large sets of users. For example, you could have a group named IAMAdmins and give that
group permissions to administer IAM resources.
Users are diﬀerent from roles. A user is uniquely associated with one person or application, but a role
is intended to be assumable by anyone who needs it. Users have permanent long-term credentials, but
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roles provide temporary credentials. To learn more, see When to create an IAM user (instead of a role) in
the IAM User Guide.

IAM roles
An IAM role is an identity within your AWS account that has speciﬁc permissions. It is similar to an IAM
user, but is not associated with a speciﬁc person. You can temporarily assume an IAM role in the AWS
Management Console by switching roles. You can assume a role by calling an AWS CLI or AWS API
operation or by using a custom URL. For more information about methods for using roles, see Using IAM
roles in the IAM User Guide.
IAM roles with temporary credentials are useful in the following situations:
• Federated user access – To assign permissions to a federated identity, you create a role and deﬁne
permissions for the role. When a federated identity authenticates, the identity is associated with
the role and is granted the permissions that are deﬁned by the role. For information about roles for
federation, see Creating a role for a third-party Identity Provider in the IAM User Guide. If you use IAM
Identity Center, you conﬁgure a permission set. To control what your identities can access after they
authenticate, IAM Identity Center correlates the permission set to a role in IAM. For information about
permissions sets, see Permission sets in the AWS IAM Identity Center (successor to AWS Single Sign-On)
User Guide.
• Temporary IAM user permissions – An IAM user or role can assume an IAM role to temporarily take on
diﬀerent permissions for a speciﬁc task.
• Cross-account access – You can use an IAM role to allow someone (a trusted principal) in a diﬀerent
account to access resources in your account. Roles are the primary way to grant cross-account access.
However, with some AWS services, you can attach a policy directly to a resource (instead of using a role
as a proxy). To learn the diﬀerence between roles and resource-based policies for cross-account access,
see How IAM roles diﬀer from resource-based policies in the IAM User Guide.
• Cross-service access – Some AWS services use features in other AWS services. For example, when you
make a call in a service, it's common for that service to run applications in Amazon EC2 or store objects
in Amazon S3. A service might do this using the calling principal's permissions, using a service role, or
using a service-linked role.
• Principal permissions – When you use an IAM user or role to perform actions in AWS, you are
considered a principal. Policies grant permissions to a principal. When you use some services, you
might perform an action that then triggers another action in a diﬀerent service. In this case, you
must have permissions to perform both actions. To see whether an action requires additional
dependent actions in a policy, see Actions, Resources, and Condition Keys for AWS IoT RoboRunner
in the Service Authorization Reference.
• Service role – A service role is an IAM role that a service assumes to perform actions on your behalf.
An IAM administrator can create, modify, and delete a service role from within IAM. For more
information, see Creating a role to delegate permissions to an AWS service in the IAM User Guide.
• Service-linked role – A service-linked role is a type of service role that is linked to an AWS service.
The service can assume the role to perform an action on your behalf. Service-linked roles appear
in your IAM account and are owned by the service. An IAM administrator can view, but not edit the
permissions for service-linked roles.
• Applications running on Amazon EC2 – You can use an IAM role to manage temporary credentials
for applications that are running on an EC2 instance and making AWS CLI or AWS API requests.
This is preferable to storing access keys within the EC2 instance. To assign an AWS role to an EC2
instance and make it available to all of its applications, you create an instance proﬁle that is attached
to the instance. An instance proﬁle contains the role and enables programs that are running on the
EC2 instance to get temporary credentials. For more information, see Using an IAM role to grant
permissions to applications running on Amazon EC2 instances in the IAM User Guide.
To learn whether to use IAM roles or IAM users, see When to create an IAM role (instead of a user) in the
IAM User Guide.
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Managing access using policies
You control access in AWS by creating policies and attaching them to AWS identities or resources. A
policy is an object in AWS that, when associated with an identity or resource, deﬁnes their permissions.
AWS evaluates these policies when a principal (user, root user, or role session) makes a request.
Permissions in the policies determine whether the request is allowed or denied. Most policies are stored
in AWS as JSON documents. For more information about the structure and contents of JSON policy
documents, see Overview of JSON policies in the IAM User Guide.
Administrators can use AWS JSON policies to specify who has access to what. That is, which principal can
perform actions on what resources, and under what conditions.
Every IAM entity (user or role) starts with no permissions. By default, users can do nothing, not even
change their own password. To give a user permission to do something, an administrator must attach
a permissions policy to a user. Or the administrator can add the user to a group that has the intended
permissions. When an administrator gives permissions to a group, all users in that group are granted
those permissions.
IAM policies deﬁne permissions for an action regardless of the method that you use to perform the
operation. For example, suppose that you have a policy that allows the iam:GetRole action. A user with
that policy can get role information from the AWS Management Console, the AWS CLI, or the AWS API.

Identity-based policies
Identity-based policies are JSON permissions policy documents that you can attach to an identity, such
as an IAM user, group of users, or role. These policies control what actions users and roles can perform,
on which resources, and under what conditions. To learn how to create an identity-based policy, see
Creating IAM policies in the IAM User Guide.
Identity-based policies can be further categorized as inline policies or managed policies. Inline policies
are embedded directly into a single user, group, or role. Managed policies are standalone policies that
you can attach to multiple users, groups, and roles in your AWS account. Managed policies include AWS
managed policies and customer managed policies. To learn how to choose between a managed policy or
an inline policy, see Choosing between managed policies and inline policies in the IAM User Guide.

Resource-based policies
Resource-based policies are JSON policy documents that you attach to a resource. Examples of resourcebased policies are IAM role trust policies and Amazon S3 bucket policies. In services that support resourcebased policies, service administrators can use them to control access to a speciﬁc resource. For the
resource where the policy is attached, the policy deﬁnes what actions a speciﬁed principal can perform
on that resource and under what conditions. You must specify a principal in a resource-based policy.
Principals can include accounts, users, roles, federated users, or AWS services.
Resource-based policies are inline policies that are located in that service. You can't use AWS managed
policies from IAM in a resource-based policy.

Access control lists (ACLs)
Access control lists (ACLs) control which principals (account members, users, or roles) have permissions to
access a resource. ACLs are similar to resource-based policies, although they do not use the JSON policy
document format.
Amazon S3, AWS WAF, and Amazon VPC are examples of services that support ACLs. To learn more about
ACLs, see Access control list (ACL) overview in the Amazon Simple Storage Service Developer Guide.
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Other policy types
AWS supports additional, less-common policy types. These policy types can set the maximum
permissions granted to you by the more common policy types.
• Permissions boundaries – A permissions boundary is an advanced feature in which you set the
maximum permissions that an identity-based policy can grant to an IAM entity (IAM user or role).
You can set a permissions boundary for an entity. The resulting permissions are the intersection of
entity's identity-based policies and its permissions boundaries. Resource-based policies that specify
the user or role in the Principal ﬁeld are not limited by the permissions boundary. An explicit deny
in any of these policies overrides the allow. For more information about permissions boundaries, see
Permissions boundaries for IAM entities in the IAM User Guide.
• Service control policies (SCPs) – SCPs are JSON policies that specify the maximum permissions for
an organization or organizational unit (OU) in AWS Organizations. AWS Organizations is a service for
grouping and centrally managing multiple AWS accounts that your business owns. If you enable all
features in an organization, then you can apply service control policies (SCPs) to any or all of your
accounts. The SCP limits permissions for entities in member accounts, including each AWS account
root user. For more information about Organizations and SCPs, see How SCPs work in the AWS
Organizations User Guide.
• Session policies – Session policies are advanced policies that you pass as a parameter when you
programmatically create a temporary session for a role or federated user. The resulting session's
permissions are the intersection of the user or role's identity-based policies and the session policies.
Permissions can also come from a resource-based policy. An explicit deny in any of these policies
overrides the allow. For more information, see Session policies in the IAM User Guide.

Multiple policy types
When multiple types of policies apply to a request, the resulting permissions are more complicated to
understand. To learn how AWS determines whether to allow a request when multiple policy types are
involved, see Policy evaluation logic in the IAM User Guide.

How AWS IoT RoboRunner works with IAM
Before you use IAM to manage access to AWS IoT RoboRunner, learn what IAM features are available to
use with AWS IoT RoboRunner.

IAM features you can use with AWS IoT RoboRunner
IAM feature

AWS IoT RoboRunner support

Identity-based policies (p. 57)

Yes

Resource-based policies (p. 57)

No

Policy actions (p. 58)

Yes

Policy resources (p. 58)

Yes

Policy condition keys (service-speciﬁc) (p. 59)

No

ACLs (p. 59)

No

ABAC (tags in policies) (p. 59)

No
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IAM feature

AWS IoT RoboRunner support

Temporary credentials (p. 60)

Yes

Principal permissions (p. 60)

No

Service roles (p. 60)

No

Service-linked roles (p. 61)

No

To get a high-level view of how AWS IoT RoboRunner and other AWS services work with most IAM
features, see AWS services that work with IAM in the IAM User Guide.

Identity-based policies for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports identity-based policies

Yes

Identity-based policies are JSON permissions policy documents that you can attach to an identity, such
as an IAM user, group of users, or role. These policies control what actions users and roles can perform,
on which resources, and under what conditions. To learn how to create an identity-based policy, see
Creating IAM policies in the IAM User Guide.
With IAM identity-based policies, you can specify allowed or denied actions and resources as well as the
conditions under which actions are allowed or denied. You can't specify the principal in an identity-based
policy because it applies to the user or role to which it is attached. To learn about all of the elements
that you can use in a JSON policy, see IAM JSON policy elements reference in the IAM User Guide.

Identity-based policy examples for AWS IoT RoboRunner
To view examples of AWS IoT RoboRunner identity-based policies, see Identity-based policy examples for
AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 61).

Resource-based policies within AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports resource-based policies

No

Resource-based policies are JSON policy documents that you attach to a resource. Examples of resourcebased policies are IAM role trust policies and Amazon S3 bucket policies. In services that support resourcebased policies, service administrators can use them to control access to a speciﬁc resource. For the
resource where the policy is attached, the policy deﬁnes what actions a speciﬁed principal can perform
on that resource and under what conditions. You must specify a principal in a resource-based policy.
Principals can include accounts, users, roles, federated users, or AWS services.
To enable cross-account access, you can specify an entire account or IAM entities in another account as
the principal in a resource-based policy. Adding a cross-account principal to a resource-based policy is
only half of establishing the trust relationship. When the principal and the resource are in diﬀerent AWS
accounts, an IAM administrator in the trusted account must also grant the principal entity (user or role)
permission to access the resource. They grant permission by attaching an identity-based policy to the
entity. However, if a resource-based policy grants access to a principal in the same account, no additional
identity-based policy is required. For more information, see How IAM roles diﬀer from resource-based
policies in the IAM User Guide.
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Policy actions for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports policy actions

Yes

Administrators can use AWS JSON policies to specify who has access to what. That is, which principal can
perform actions on what resources, and under what conditions.
The Action element of a JSON policy describes the actions that you can use to allow or deny access in a
policy. Policy actions usually have the same name as the associated AWS API operation. There are some
exceptions, such as permission-only actions that don't have a matching API operation. There are also
some operations that require multiple actions in a policy. These additional actions are called dependent
actions.
Include actions in a policy to grant permissions to perform the associated operation.
To see a list of AWS IoT RoboRunner actions, see Actions Deﬁned by AWS IoT RoboRunner in the Service
Authorization Reference.
Policy actions in AWS IoT RoboRunner use the following preﬁx before the action.
iotroborunner

To specify multiple actions in a single statement, separate them with commas.
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:action1",
"iotroborunner:action2"
]

To view examples of AWS IoT RoboRunner identity-based policies, see Identity-based policy examples for
AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 61).

Policy resources for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports policy resources

Yes

Administrators can use AWS JSON policies to specify who has access to what. That is, which principal can
perform actions on what resources, and under what conditions.
The Resource JSON policy element speciﬁes the object or objects to which the action applies.
Statements must include either a Resource or a NotResource element. As a best practice, specify
a resource using its Amazon Resource Name (ARN). You can do this for actions that support a speciﬁc
resource type, known as resource-level permissions.
For actions that don't support resource-level permissions, such as listing operations, use a wildcard (*) to
indicate that the statement applies to all resources.
"Resource": "*"
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To see a list of AWS IoT RoboRunner resource types and their ARNs, see Resources deﬁned by AWS IoT
RoboRunner in the Service Authorization Reference. To learn with which actions you can specify the ARN
of each resource, see Actions Deﬁned by AWS IoT RoboRunner.

To view examples of AWS IoT RoboRunner identity-based policies, see Identity-based policy examples for
AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 61).

Policy condition keys for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports service-speciﬁc policy condition keys

No

Administrators can use AWS JSON policies to specify who has access to what. That is, which principal can
perform actions on what resources, and under what conditions.
The Condition element (or Condition block) lets you specify conditions in which a statement is in
eﬀect. The Condition element is optional. You can create conditional expressions that use condition
operators, such as equals or less than, to match the condition in the policy with values in the request.
If you specify multiple Condition elements in a statement, or multiple keys in a single Condition
element, AWS evaluates them using a logical AND operation. If you specify multiple values for a single
condition key, AWS evaluates the condition using a logical OR operation. All of the conditions must be
met before the statement's permissions are granted.
You can also use placeholder variables when you specify conditions. For example, you can grant an IAM
user permission to access a resource only if it is tagged with their IAM user name. For more information,
see IAM policy elements: variables and tags in the IAM User Guide.
AWS supports global condition keys and service-speciﬁc condition keys. To see all AWS global condition
keys, see AWS global condition context keys in the IAM User Guide.
To see a list of AWS IoT RoboRunner condition keys, see Condition Keys for AWS IoT RoboRunner in the
Service Authorization Reference. To learn with which actions and resources you can use a condition key,
see Actions Deﬁned by AWS IoT RoboRunner.
To view examples of AWS IoT RoboRunner identity-based policies, see Identity-based policy examples for
AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 61).

ACLs in AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports ACLs

No

Access control lists (ACLs) control which principals (account members, users, or roles) have permissions to
access a resource. ACLs are similar to resource-based policies, although they do not use the JSON policy
document format.

ABAC with AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports ABAC (tags in policies)

No

Attribute-based access control (ABAC) is an authorization strategy that deﬁnes permissions based on
attributes. In AWS, these attributes are called tags. You can attach tags to IAM entities (users or roles)
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and to many AWS resources. Tagging entities and resources is the ﬁrst step of ABAC. Then you design
ABAC policies to allow operations when the principal's tag matches the tag on the resource that they are
trying to access.
ABAC is helpful in environments that are growing rapidly and helps with situations where policy
management becomes cumbersome.
To control access based on tags, you provide tag information in the condition element of a policy using
the aws:ResourceTag/key-name, aws:RequestTag/key-name, or aws:TagKeys condition keys.
If a service supports all three condition keys for every resource type, then the value is Yes for the service.
If a service supports all three condition keys for only some resource types, then the value is Partial.
For more information about ABAC, see What is ABAC? in the IAM User Guide. To view a tutorial with steps
for setting up ABAC, see Use attribute-based access control (ABAC) in the IAM User Guide.

Using temporary credentials with AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports temporary credentials

Yes

Some AWS services don't work when you sign in using temporary credentials. For additional information,
including which AWS services work with temporary credentials, see AWS services that work with IAM in
the IAM User Guide.
You are using temporary credentials if you sign in to the AWS Management Console using any method
except a user name and password. For example, when you access AWS using your company's single
sign-on (SSO) link, that process automatically creates temporary credentials. You also automatically
create temporary credentials when you sign in to the console as a user and then switch roles. For more
information about switching roles, see Switching to a role (console) in the IAM User Guide.
You can manually create temporary credentials using the AWS CLI or AWS API. You can then use those
temporary credentials to access AWS. AWS recommends that you dynamically generate temporary
credentials instead of using long-term access keys. For more information, see Temporary security
credentials in IAM.

Cross-service principal permissions for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports principal permissions

No

When you use an IAM user or role to perform actions in AWS, you are considered a principal. Policies
grant permissions to a principal. When you use some services, you might perform an action that
then triggers another action in a diﬀerent service. In this case, you must have permissions to perform
both actions. To see whether an action requires additional dependent actions in a policy, see Actions,
Resources, and Condition Keys for AWS IoT RoboRunner in the Service Authorization Reference.

Service roles for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports service roles

No

A service role is an IAM role that a service assumes to perform actions on your behalf. An IAM
administrator can create, modify, and delete a service role from within IAM. For more information, see
Creating a role to delegate permissions to an AWS service in the IAM User Guide.
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Warning

Changing the permissions for a service role might break AWS IoT RoboRunner functionality. Edit
service roles only when AWS IoT RoboRunner provides guidance to do so.

Service-linked roles for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Supports service-linked roles

No

A service-linked role is a type of service role that is linked to an AWS service. The service can assume the
role to perform an action on your behalf. Service-linked roles appear in your IAM account and are owned
by the service. An IAM administrator can view, but not edit the permissions for service-linked roles.
For details about creating or managing service-linked roles, see AWS services that work with IAM. Find
a service in the table that includes a Yes in the Service-linked role column. Choose the Yes link to view
the service-linked role documentation for that service.

Identity-based policy examples for AWS IoT
RoboRunner
By default, users and roles don't have permission to create or modify AWS IoT RoboRunner resources.
They also can't perform tasks by using the AWS Management Console, AWS Command Line Interface
(AWS CLI), or AWS API. An IAM administrator must create IAM policies that grant users and roles
permission to perform actions on the resources that they need. The administrator must then attach
those policies for users that require them.
To learn how to create an IAM identity-based policy by using these example JSON policy documents, see
Creating IAM policies in the IAM User Guide.
For details about actions and resource types deﬁned by AWS IoT RoboRunner, including the format
of the ARNs for each of the resource types, see Actions, Resources, and Condition Keys for AWS IoT
RoboRunner in the Service Authorization Reference.
Topics
• Policy best practices (p. 61)
• Using the AWS IoT RoboRunner console (p. 62)
• Allow users to view their own permissions (p. 62)
• Allow users to manage a speciﬁc site (p. 63)
• Allow users to read resources within a speciﬁc site (p. 63)
• Allow users to list sites within the account (p. 64)

Policy best practices
Identity-based policies determine whether someone can create, access, or delete AWS IoT RoboRunner
resources in your account. These actions can incur costs for your AWS account. When you create or edit
identity-based policies, follow these guidelines and recommendations:
• Get started with AWS managed policies and move toward least-privilege permissions – To get
started granting permissions to your users and workloads, use the AWS managed policies that grant
permissions for many common use cases. They are available in your AWS account. We recommend that
you reduce permissions further by deﬁning AWS customer managed policies that are speciﬁc to your
use cases. For more information, see AWS managed policies or AWS managed policies for job functions
in the IAM User Guide.
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• Apply least-privilege permissions – When you set permissions with IAM policies, grant only the
permissions required to perform a task. You do this by deﬁning the actions that can be taken on
speciﬁc resources under speciﬁc conditions, also known as least-privilege permissions. For more
information about using IAM to apply permissions, see Policies and permissions in IAM in the IAM User
Guide.
• Use conditions in IAM policies to further restrict access – You can add a condition to your policies to
limit access to actions and resources. For example, you can write a policy condition to specify that all
requests must be sent using SSL. You can also use conditions to grant access to service actions if they
are used through a speciﬁc AWS service, such as AWS CloudFormation. For more information, see IAM
JSON policy elements: Condition in the IAM User Guide.
• Use IAM Access Analyzer to validate your IAM policies to ensure secure and functional permissions
– IAM Access Analyzer validates new and existing policies so that the policies adhere to the IAM
policy language (JSON) and IAM best practices. IAM Access Analyzer provides more than 100 policy
checks and actionable recommendations to help you author secure and functional policies. For more
information, see IAM Access Analyzer policy validation in the IAM User Guide.
• Require multi-factor authentication (MFA) – If you have a scenario that requires IAM users or root
users in your account, turn on MFA for additional security. To require MFA when API operations are
called, add MFA conditions to your policies. For more information, see Conﬁguring MFA-protected API
access in the IAM User Guide.
For more information about best practices in IAM, see Security best practices in IAM in the IAM User
Guide.

Using the AWS IoT RoboRunner console
To access the AWS IoT RoboRunner console, you must have a minimum set of permissions. These
permissions must allow you to list and view details about the AWS IoT RoboRunner resources in your
AWS account. If you create an identity-based policy that is more restrictive than the minimum required
permissions, the console won't function as intended for entities (users or roles) with that policy.
You don't need to allow minimum console permissions for users that are making calls only to the AWS
CLI or the AWS API. Instead, allow access to only the actions that match the API operation that you're
trying to perform.
To ensure that users and roles can still use the AWS IoT RoboRunner console, also attach the AWS IoT
RoboRunner AWSIotRoboRunnerFullAccess or AWSIotRoboRunnerReadOnly AWS managed policy
to the entities. For more information, see Adding permissions to a user in the IAM User Guide.

Allow users to view their own permissions
This example shows how you might create a policy that allows IAM users to view the inline and managed
policies that are attached to their user identity. This policy includes permissions to complete this action
on the console or programmatically using the AWS CLI or AWS API.
{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "ViewOwnUserInfo",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iam:GetUserPolicy",
"iam:ListGroupsForUser",
"iam:ListAttachedUserPolicies",
"iam:ListUserPolicies",
"iam:GetUser"
],
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},
{

}

]

}

"Resource": ["arn:aws:iam::*:user/${aws:username}"]
"Sid": "NavigateInConsole",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iam:GetGroupPolicy",
"iam:GetPolicyVersion",
"iam:GetPolicy",
"iam:ListAttachedGroupPolicies",
"iam:ListGroupPolicies",
"iam:ListPolicyVersions",
"iam:ListPolicies",
"iam:ListUsers"
],
"Resource": "*"

Allow users to manage a speciﬁc site
This example shows how to create a policy that enables a user to create and delete resources within a
speciﬁc site.
{

}

"Version":"2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid":"AllowManageSite",
"Effect":"Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetSite",
"iotroborunner:CreateWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:GetWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:DeleteWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkerFleets",
"iotroborunner:CreateWorker",
"iotroborunner:GetWorker",
"iotroborunner:UpdateWorker",
"iotroborunner:DeleteWorker",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkers",
"iotroborunner:CreateDestination",
"iotroborunner:GetDestination",
"iotroborunner:UpdateDestination",
"iotroborunner:DeleteDestination",
"iotroborunner:ListDestinations"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId",
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId/*"
]
}
]

Allow users to read resources within a speciﬁc site
This example shows how to create a policy that enables a user to read resources within a speciﬁc site.
{
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}

"Version":"2012-10-17",
"Statement":[
{
"Sid":"AllowReadSite",
"Effect":"Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetSite",
"iotroborunner:GetWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkerFleets",
"iotroborunner:GetWorker",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkers",
"iotroborunner:GetDestination",
"iotroborunner:ListDestinations"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId",
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:site/siteId/*"
]
}
]

Allow users to list sites within the account
This example shows how to create a policy that enables a user to read a shallow description of the sites
within the account.
{

}

"Version":"2012-10-17",
"Statement":[
{
"Sid":"AllowListSites",
"Effect":"Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:ListSites"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:iotroborunner:region:account:*"
]
}
]

AWS managed policies for AWS IoT RoboRunner
To add permissions to users, groups, and roles, it is easier to use AWS managed policies than to write
policies yourself. It takes time and expertise to create IAM customer managed policies that provide your
team with only the permissions they need. To get started quickly, you can use our AWS managed policies.
These policies cover common use cases and are available in your AWS account. For more information
about AWS managed policies, see AWS managed policies in the IAM User Guide.
AWS services maintain and update AWS managed policies. You can't change the permissions in AWS
managed policies. Services occasionally add additional permissions to an AWS managed policy to
support new features. This type of update aﬀects all identities (users, groups, and roles) where the policy
is attached. Services are most likely to update an AWS managed policy when a new feature is launched
or when new operations become available. Services do not remove permissions from an AWS managed
policy, so policy updates won't break your existing permissions.
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Additionally, AWS supports managed policies for job functions that span multiple services. For example,
the ViewOnlyAccess AWS managed policy provides read-only access to many AWS services and
resources. When a service launches a new feature, AWS adds read-only permissions for new operations
and resources. For a list and descriptions of job function policies, see AWS managed policies for job
functions in the IAM User Guide.
AWS IoT RoboRunner provides the following managed policies. For the full contents and change history
of each policy, see the linked pages in the IAM console.
Managed policies
• AWSIotRoboRunnerFullAccess (p. 65)
• AWSIotRoboRunnerReadOnly (p. 65)
• AWS IoT RoboRunner updates to AWS managed policies (p. 65)

AWSIotRoboRunnerFullAccess
This policy grants permissions that allow full access to AWS IoT RoboRunner.

{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iotroborunner:*",
"Resource": "*"
}
]

AWSIotRoboRunnerReadOnly
This policy grants permissions that allow read-only access to AWS IoT RoboRunner.

{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetSite",
"iotroborunner:GetWorker",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkerFleets",
"iotroborunner:ListSites",
"iotroborunner:ListWorkers",
"iotroborunner:GetDestination",
"iotroborunner:GetWorkerFleet",
"iotroborunner:ListDestinations"
],
"Resource": "*"
}
]

AWS IoT RoboRunner updates to AWS managed policies
The following table describes updates to managed policies for AWS IoT RoboRunner.
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Change

Description

Date

AWSIotRoboRunnerReadOnly (p. 65)
AWS IoT RoboRunner updated
– Update policy
the policy that allows read-only
access to AWS IoT RoboRunner
resources and actions.

November 16, 2022

AWSIotRoboRunnerFullAccess (p. 65)
AWS IoT RoboRunner added
– New policy
a new policy that allows full
access to AWS IoT RoboRunner
resources and actions.

November 28, 2021

AWSIotRoboRunnerReadOnly (p. 65)
AWS IoT RoboRunner added a
– New policy
new policy that allows read-only
access to AWS IoT RoboRunner
resources and actions.

November 28, 2021

AWS IoT RoboRunner started
tracking changes

November 28, 2021

AWS IoT RoboRunner started
tracking changes for its AWS
managed policies.

Troubleshooting AWS IoT RoboRunner identity and
access
Use the following information to help you diagnose and ﬁx common issues that you might encounter
when working with AWS IoT RoboRunner and IAM.
Topics
• I am not authorized to perform an action in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 66)
• I am not authorized to perform iam:PassRole (p. 67)
• I want to view my access keys (p. 67)
• I'm an administrator and want to allow others to access AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 67)
• I want to allow people outside of my AWS account to access my AWS IoT RoboRunner
resources (p. 67)

I am not authorized to perform an action in AWS IoT
RoboRunner
If the AWS Management Console tells you that you're not authorized to perform an action, then you
must contact your administrator for assistance. Your administrator is the person that provided you with
your user name and password.
The following error occurs when the mateojackson IAM user tries to use the console to view
details about a ﬁctional my-example-site resource but does not have iotroborunner:GetSite
permissions.
User: arn:aws:iam::123456789012:user/mateojackson is not authorized to perform:
iotroborunner:GetSite on resource: arn:aws:iotroborunner:us-east-1:123456789012:site/myexample-site

In this case, Mateo asks his administrator to update his policies to allow him to access the my-examplesite resource using the iotroborunner:GetSite action.
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I am not authorized to perform iam:PassRole
If you receive an error that you're not authorized to perform the iam:PassRole action, your policies
must be updated to allow you to pass a role to AWS IoT RoboRunner.
Some AWS services allow you to pass an existing role to that service instead of creating a new service
role or service-linked role. To do this, you must have permissions to pass the role to the service.
The following example error occurs when an IAM user named marymajor tries to use the console to
perform an action in AWS IoT RoboRunner. However, the action requires the service to have permissions
that are granted by a service role. Mary does not have permissions to pass the role to the service.
User: arn:aws:iam::123456789012:user/marymajor is not authorized to perform: iam:PassRole

In this case, Mary's policies must be updated to allow her to perform the iam:PassRole action.
If you need help, contact your AWS administrator. Your administrator is the person who provided you
with your sign-in credentials.

I want to view my access keys
After you create your IAM user access keys, you can view your access key ID at any time. However, you
can't view your secret access key again. If you lose your secret key, you must create a new access key pair.
Access keys consist of two parts: an access key ID (for example, AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE) and a secret
access key (for example, wJalrXUtnFEMI/K7MDENG/bPxRfiCYEXAMPLEKEY). Like a user name and
password, you must use both the access key ID and secret access key together to authenticate your
requests. Manage your access keys as securely as you do your user name and password.

Important

Do not provide your access keys to a third party, even to help ﬁnd your canonical user ID. By
doing this, you might give someone permanent access to your account.
When you create an access key pair, you are prompted to save the access key ID and secret access key in
a secure location. The secret access key is available only at the time you create it. If you lose your secret
access key, you must add new access keys to your IAM user. You can have a maximum of two access keys.
If you already have two, you must delete one key pair before creating a new one. To view instructions,
see Managing access keys in the IAM User Guide.

I'm an administrator and want to allow others to access AWS IoT
RoboRunner
To allow others to access AWS IoT RoboRunner, you must create an IAM entity (user or role) for the
person or application that needs access. They will use the credentials for that entity to access AWS. You
must then attach a policy to the entity that grants them the correct permissions in AWS IoT RoboRunner.
To get started right away, see Creating your ﬁrst IAM delegated user and group in the IAM User Guide.

I want to allow people outside of my AWS account to access my
AWS IoT RoboRunner resources
You can create a role that users in other accounts or people outside of your organization can use to
access your resources. You can specify who is trusted to assume the role. For services that support
resource-based policies or access control lists (ACLs), you can use those policies to grant people access to
your resources.
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To learn more, consult the following:
• To learn whether AWS IoT RoboRunner supports these features, see How AWS IoT RoboRunner works
with IAM (p. 56).
• To learn how to provide access to your resources across AWS accounts that you own, see Providing
access to an IAM user in another AWS account that you own in the IAM User Guide.
• To learn how to provide access to your resources to third-party AWS accounts, see Providing access to
AWS accounts owned by third parties in the IAM User Guide.
• To learn how to provide access through identity federation, see Providing access to externally
authenticated users (identity federation) in the IAM User Guide.
• To learn the diﬀerence between using roles and resource-based policies for cross-account access, see
How IAM roles diﬀer from resource-based policies in the IAM User Guide.

Compliance validation for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Third-party auditors assess the security and compliance of AWS IoT RoboRunner as part of multiple AWS
compliance programs. AWS IoT RoboRunner is GDPR compliant, as are all AWS services.
For a list of AWS services in scope of speciﬁc compliance programs, see AWS services in scope by
compliance program. For general information, see AWS compliance programs.
You can download third-party audit reports using AWS Artifact. For more information, see Downloading
reports in AWS Artifact.
Your compliance responsibility when using AWS IoT RoboRunner is determined by the sensitivity of your
data, your company's compliance objectives, and applicable laws and regulations. AWS provides the
following resources to help with compliance:
• Security and compliance quick start guides – These deployment guides discuss architectural
considerations and provide steps for deploying security- and compliance-focused baseline
environments on AWS.
• AWS compliance resources – This collection of workbooks and guides might apply to your industry and
location.
• AWS Conﬁg – This AWS service assesses how well your resource conﬁgurations comply with internal
practices, industry guidelines, and regulations.
• AWS Security Hub – This AWS service provides a comprehensive view of your security state within AWS
that helps you check your compliance with security industry standards and best practices.

Security best practices for AWS IoT RoboRunner
This section contains security best practices for AWS IoT RoboRunner. For additional information, see
Ten security golden rules for IoT solutions.
Topics
• Use encrypted communication modes for your servers (p. 69)
• Keep your components up to date (p. 69)
• Encrypt your gateway ﬁle system (p. 69)
• Grant users minimum possible permissions (p. 69)
• Don't expose sensitive information (p. 69)
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• Follow AWS IoT Greengrass security best practices (p. 70)

Use encrypted communication modes for your
servers
Choose a non-deprecated, encrypted message security mode when you conﬁgure your AWS IoT
RoboRunner sources. This helps secure your industrial data as it moves from your AWS IoT RoboRunner
servers to the gateway. For more information, see Data protection in AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 50).

Keep your components up to date
If you use the AWS IoT RoboRunner gateway to ingest data to the service, it's your responsibility to
conﬁgure and maintain your gateway environment. This responsibility includes upgrading to the latest
versions of the gateway system software, AWS IoT Greengrass software, and connectors.

Encrypt your gateway ﬁle system
Encrypt and secure your gateway so your industrial data is secure as it moves through the gateway. If
your gateway has a hardware security module, you can conﬁgure AWS IoT Greengrass to secure your
gateway. For more information, see Hardware security integration in the AWS IoT Greengrass Version
2 Developer Guide. Otherwise, consult the documentation for your operating system to learn how to
encrypt and secure your ﬁle system.

Grant users minimum possible permissions
Follow the principle of least privilege by using the minimum set of access policy permissions for your
console users. Keep the following best practices in mind:
• When you create a portal, deﬁne a role that allows the minimum set of assets needed for that portal.
• When you and your portal administrators create and share projects, use the minimum set of assets
needed for that project.
• When an identity no longer needs access to a portal or project, remove them from that resource.
• If an identity is no longer applicable to your organization, delete the identity from your identity store.
The least principle best practice also applies to AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles. For
more information, see Identity-based policy examples for AWS IoT RoboRunner (p. 61).
For guidance on granting permissions to roles related to ﬂeet management system gateway, see the
section called “Creating IAM Roles for ﬂeet management system gateway (FMSG) personas” (p. 12).

Don't expose sensitive information
You should prevent the logging of credentials and other sensitive information, such as personally
identiﬁable information (PII). We recommend that you implement the following safeguards, even though
access to local logs on a gateway requires root privileges and access to Amazon CloudWatch logs requires
IAM permissions:
• Don't use sensitive information in names, descriptions, or properties of your resources.
• Don't use sensitive information in gateway or source names.
• Don't use sensitive information in names or descriptions of your portals, projects, or dashboards.
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Follow AWS IoT Greengrass security best practices
Follow AWS IoT Greengrass security best practices for your gateway. For additional information, see
Security best practices for AWS IoT Greengrass in the AWS IoT Greengrass Developer Guide.

Access AWS IoT RoboRunner using an interface
endpoint (AWS PrivateLink)
You can use AWS PrivateLink to create a private connection between your virtual private cloud (VPC)
and AWS IoT RoboRunner. With AWS PrivateLink, you can access AWS IoT RoboRunner as if it were in
your VPC, without the use of an internet gateway, NAT device, VPN connection, or AWS Direct Connect
connection. Instances in your VPC don't need public IP addresses to access AWS IoT RoboRunner.
To establish this private connection, you create an interface endpoint with AWS PrivateLink. We create
an endpoint network interface in each subnet that you enable for the interface endpoint. These are
requester-managed network interfaces that serve as the entry point for traﬃc destined for AWS IoT
RoboRunner.
For more information, see Access AWS services through AWS PrivateLink in the AWS PrivateLink Guide.

Considerations for AWS IoT RoboRunner
Before you set up an interface endpoint for AWS IoT RoboRunner, review Considerations in the AWS
PrivateLink Guide.
AWS IoT RoboRunner supports calls made to all of its API actions through the interface endpoint.
VPC endpoint policies aren't supported for AWS IoT RoboRunner. By default, you can access all of
AWS IoT RoboRunner through the interface endpoint. You can also associate a security group with an
endpoint network interface to control traﬃc through the interface endpoint to AWS IoT RoboRunner.

Create an interface endpoint for AWS IoT
RoboRunner
You can create an interface endpoint for AWS IoT RoboRunner using either the Amazon VPC console or
the AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI). For more information, see Create an interface endpoint in
the AWS PrivateLink Guide.
Create an interface endpoint for AWS IoT RoboRunner using the following service name, where region
is the AWS Region where you use AWS IoT RoboRunner.
com.amazonaws.region.iotroborunner

If you use private DNS for the interface endpoint, you can make API requests to AWS IoT RoboRunner
with its default Regional DNS name. For example, iotroborunner.us-east-1.amazonaws.com.

Create an endpoint policy for your interface endpoint
An endpoint policy is an AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) resource that you attach to an
interface endpoint. The default endpoint policy allows full access to AWS IoT RoboRunner through
the interface endpoint. To control the access allowed to AWS IoT RoboRunner from your VPC, attach a
custom endpoint policy to the interface endpoint.
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An endpoint policy speciﬁes the following information:
• The principals that can perform actions (including AWS accounts, IAM users, and IAM roles).
• The actions that a principal can perform.
• The resources that a principal can perform actions on.
For more information, see Control access to services using endpoint policies in the AWS PrivateLink
Guide.
Example: VPC endpoint policy for AWS IoT RoboRunner actions
The following is an example of a custom endpoint policy. When you attach this policy to your interface
endpoint, it grants access to the listed AWS IoT RoboRunner actions for all principals on all resources. All
other actions are implicitly denied.
{

}

"Statement": [
{
"Principal": "*",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetSite"
],
"Resource":"*"
}
]

Example: Allow some actions and explicitly deny others
The following custom endpoint policy example grants permission to access the GetSite action and
denies access to the CreateSite action. All other actions are implicitly denied.

{"Statement":[
{"Action":[
"iotroborunner:GetSite"
],
"Effect":"Deny",
"Principal":"*",
"Resource":"*"
},
{"Action":[
"iotroborunner:CreateSite"
],
"Effect":"Allow",
"Principal":"*",
"Resource":"*"
}
]
}

Example: Allow an action on a speciﬁc resource
The following custom endpoint policy example grants permission to access the GetSite action for a
speciﬁc resource.

{"Statement": [
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}

]

{"Action": [
"iotroborunner:GetSite"
],
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": "*",
"Resource": "arn:aws:iotroborunner:*:accountId:site/*"
}

Example: Deny requests from a speciﬁc VPC
The following custom endpoint policy example denies access from a speciﬁc VPC.

{"Statement": [
{"Action": "*",
"Effect": "Deny",
"Principal": "*",
"Resource": "*",
"Condition": {"StringEquals": {"aws:SourceVpce": "VPCId"
}
}
}
]
}

Resilience in AWS IoT RoboRunner
The AWS global infrastructure is built around AWS Regions and Availability Zones. AWS Regions provide
multiple physically separated and isolated Availability Zones, which are connected with low-latency,
high-throughput, and highly redundant networking. With Availability Zones, you can design and operate
applications and databases that automatically fail over between Availability Zones without interruption.
Availability Zones are more highly available, fault tolerant, and scalable than traditional single or
multiple data center infrastructures.

Note

AWS IoT RoboRunner backs up your data periodically, multiple times a day, to ensure that
customer data is retrievable in case of physical or logical data corruption.
For more information about AWS Regions and Availability Zones, see AWS global infrastructure.

Infrastructure security in AWS IoT RoboRunner
As a managed service, AWS IoT RoboRunner is protected by AWS global network security procedures. For
more information, see the Amazon Web Services: Overview of security processes whitepaper.
You use AWS published API calls to access AWS IoT RoboRunner through the network. Clients must
support Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 or later. Clients must also support cipher suites with perfect
forward secrecy (PFS) such as Ephemeral Diﬃe-Hellman (DHE) or Elliptic Curve Ephemeral DiﬃeHellman (ECDHE). Most modern systems support these modes.
Additionally, requests must be signed by using an access key ID and a secret access key that is associated
with an AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) principal. Alternatively, you can use the AWS
Security Token Service (AWS STS) to generate temporary security credentials to sign requests.
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Conﬁguration and vulnerability analysis in AWS IoT
RoboRunner
IoT ﬂeets can consist of large numbers of long-lived and geographically distributed devices with diverse
capabilities. These characteristics make ﬂeet setup complex and error-prone. Because devices are often
constrained in computational power, memory, and storage capabilities, this limits the use of encryption
and other forms of security on the devices themselves. Also, devices often use software with known
vulnerabilities. These factors make IoT ﬂeets an attractive target for hackers and make it diﬃcult to
secure your device ﬂeet on an ongoing basis.
AWS IoT Device Defender addresses these challenges by providing tools to identify security issues and
deviations from best practices. You can use AWS IoT Device Defender to analyze, audit, and monitor
connected devices to detect abnormal behavior and mitigate security risks. AWS IoT Device Defender
can audit device ﬂeets to ensure they adhere to security best practices and detect abnormal behavior on
devices. This makes it possible to enforce consistent security policies across your AWS IoT device ﬂeet
and respond quickly when devices are compromised. For more information, see AWS IoT Device Defender
in the AWS IoT Core Developer Guide.
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JSON schema reference
This section provides the JSON schemas that AWS IoT RoboRunner uses for storing ﬁxed and transient
properties for workers, worker ﬂeets, and destinations. Use these schema to format the properties that
you create when managing these resources.
Schemas
• JSON schema for destination additional ﬁxed properties (p. 74)
• JSON schema for worker additional ﬁxed properties (p. 75)
• JSON schema for worker additional transient properties (p. 76)
• JSON schema for worker additional vendor ﬁxed properties (p. 77)
• JSON schema for worker additional vendor transient properties (p. 77)
• JSON schema for worker ﬂeet additional ﬁxed properties (p. 79)

JSON schema for destination additional ﬁxed
properties
The additionalFixedProperties parameter is an optional input parameter for the
CreateDestination and UpdateDestination operations. This parameter is a JSON-formatted string. The
JSON document speciﬁes additional ﬁxed properties relating to a destination.
Version 1.0
The following is for Version 1.0 of the schema.
{

"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iotroborunner/latest/api/destination/
additionalFixedProperties_1.0",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"schemaVersion"
],
"properties": {
"schemaVersion": {
"const": "1.0"
},
"vendorSharedSpaces": {
"description": "List of vendor shared spaces modeled by this destination",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/VendorSharedSpace"
}
},
"customFixedProperties": {
"description": "Custom properties of this destination",
"$ref": "#/definitions/CustomPropertiesMap"
}
},
"definitions": {
"VendorSharedSpace": {
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"description": "Shared space configured within the vendor FMS",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"workerFleetArn"
],
"properties": {
"guid": {
"description": "Shared space identifier within the vendor FMS",
"type": "string",
"minLength": 1,
"maxLength": 256,
"pattern": "^.*$"
},
"workerFleetArn": {
"description": "Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the worker fleet that models the
vendor FMS that this shared space is configured in",
"type": "string",
"minLength": 1,
"maxLength": 255,
"pattern": "^.*$"
}
}
},
"CustomPropertiesMap": {
"description": "Map of custom properties",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}

}

JSON schema for worker additional ﬁxed
properties
The additionalFixedProperties parameter is an optional input parameter for the CreateWorker
and UpdateWorker operations. This parameter is a JSON-formatted string. The JSON document speciﬁes
additional ﬁxed properties relating to a worker.
Version 1.0
The following is for Version 1.0 of the schema.
{

"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iotroborunner/latest/api/worker/
additionalFixedProperties_1.0",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"schemaVersion"
],
"properties": {
"schemaVersion": {
"const": "1.0"
},
"customFixedProperties": {
"description": "Custom fixed properties of the worker",
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}

}

"$ref": "#/definitions/CustomPropertiesMap"

},
"definitions": {
"CustomPropertiesMap": {
"description": "Map of custom properties",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}

JSON schema for worker additional transient
properties
The additionalTransientProperties parameter is an optional input parameter for the
CreateWorker and UpdateWorker operations. This parameter is a JSON-formatted string. The JSON
document speciﬁes information regarding unstructured worker properties that are transient and may
change during regular operations.
Version 1.0
The following is for Version 1.0 of the schema.
{

"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iotroborunner/latest/api/worker/
additionalTransientProperties_1.0",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"schemaVersion"
],
"properties": {
"schemaVersion": {
"const": "1.0"
},
"batteryLevel": {
"description": "Battery level of the worker",
"type": "number",
"maximum": 1,
"minimum": 0,
"format": "double"
},
"customTransientProperties": {
"description": "Custom transient properties of the worker",
"$ref": "#/definitions/CustomPropertiesMap"
}
},
"definitions": {
"CustomPropertiesMap": {
"description": "Map of custom properties",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}
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}

JSON schema for worker additional vendor ﬁxed
properties
The vendorAdditionalFixedProperties parameter is an optional parameter for VendorProperties,
which is an optional input parameter for the CreateWorker and UpdateWorker operations. The JSON
document speciﬁes information regarding a worker’s unstructured vendor properties that are ﬁxed and
won’t change during regular operations.
Version 1.0
The following is for Version 1.0 of the schema.
{

"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iotroborunner/latest/api/worker/
vendorAdditionalFixedProperties_1.0",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"schemaVersion"
],
"properties": {
"schemaVersion": {
"const": "1.0"
},
"vendorWorkerModel": {
"description": "Vendor's model number of the worker",
"type": "string",
"minLength": 1,
"maxLength": 256,
"pattern": "^.*$"
},
"vendorCustomFixedProperties": {
"description": "Custom properties of the worker as reported by its vendor FMS",
"$ref": "#/definitions/CustomPropertiesMap"
}
},
"definitions": {
"CustomPropertiesMap": {
"description": "Map of custom properties",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}
}

JSON schema for worker additional vendor
transient properties
The vendorAdditionalTransientProperties parameter is an optional parameter for
VendorProperties, which is an optional input parameter for the CreateWorker and UpdateWorker
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operations. The JSON document speciﬁes information regarding a worker’s unstructured vendor
properties that are transient and may change during regular operation.
Version 1.0
The following is for Version 1.0 of the schema.
{

"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iotroborunner/latest/api/worker/
vendorAdditionalTransientProperties_1.0",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"schemaVersion"
],
"properties": {
"schemaVersion": {
"const": "1.0"
},
"vendorState": {
"description": "Worker state as reported by its vendor FMS",
"type": "string",
"minLength": 1,
"maxLength": 256,
"pattern": "^.*$"
},
"vendorPosition": {
"description": "Worker position as reported by its vendor FMS",
"$ref": "#/definitions/PositionCoordinates"
},
"vendorOrientation": {
"description": "Worker orientation as reported by its vendor FMS",
"$ref": "#/definitions/Orientation"
},
"vendorCustomTransientProperties": {
"description": "Custom properties of the worker as reported by its vendor FMS",
"$ref": "#/definitions/CustomPropertiesMap"
}
},
"definitions": {
"Degrees": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"degrees": {
"type": "number",
"minimum": 0,
"exclusiveMaximum": 360,
"description": "Degrees, limited on [0, 360)",
"format": "double"
}
},
"required": [
"degrees"
]
},
"Orientation": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Orientation measured in units clockwise from north",
"additionalProperties": true,
"oneOf": [
{
"$ref": "#/definitions/Degrees"
}
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}

}

]
},
"CartesianCoordinates": {
"type": "object",
"description": "A set of Cartesian coordinates",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"x",
"y"
],
"properties": {
"x": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Distance, in meters, on x-axis from the origin",
"format": "double"
},
"y": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Distance, in meters, on y-axis from the origin",
"format": "double"
},
"z": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Distance, in meters, on z-axis from the origin",
"format": "double"
}
}
},
"PositionCoordinates": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Coordinates that indicate worker position",
"additionalProperties": true,
"oneOf": [
{
"$ref": "#/definitions/CartesianCoordinates"
}
]
},
"CustomPropertiesMap": {
"description": "Map of custom properties",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": {
"type": "string"
}
}

JSON schema for worker ﬂeet additional ﬁxed
properties
The additionalFixedProperties parameter is an optional input parameter for the
CreateWorkerFleet and UpdateWorkerFleet operations. This parameter is a JSON-formatted string. The
JSON document speciﬁes additional ﬁxed properties relating to a worker ﬂeet.
Version 1.0
The following is for Version 1.0 of the schema.
{
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"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iotroborunner/latest/api/workerFleet/
additionalFixedProperties_1.0",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": [
"schemaVersion"
],
"properties": {
"schemaVersion": {
"const": "1.0"
},
"positionConversion": {
"description": "List of vendor and RoboRunner coordinate pairs used for position
calibration.",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/CalibrationPoints"
}
},
"orientationOffset": {
"description": "The offset (in clockwise direction) from the vendor-reported
orientation that is used to compute the orientation of RoboRunner workers within the
worker fleet.",
"$ref": "#/definitions/Orientation"
},
"customFixedProperties": {
"description": "Custom properties of the worker fleet",
"$ref": "#/definitions/CustomPropertiesMap"
}
},
"definitions": {
"CalibrationPoints": {
"description": "Pair of vendor and RoboRunner points used for position calibration.",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"vendor": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Point"
},
"roboRunner": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Point"
}
},
"required": [
"vendor",
"roboRunner"
]
},
"Point": {
"description": "A point object that contains x, y, and z coordinate values.",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"x": {
"description": "Distance, in meters, on x-axis from the origin",
"type": "number",
"format": "double"
},
"y": {
"description": "Distance, in meters, on y-axis from the origin",
"type": "number",
"format": "double"
},
"z": {
"description": "Distance, in meters, on z-axis from the origin",
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"type": "number",
"format": "double"

}

}

}
},
"required": [
"x",
"y"
]
},
"Degrees": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"degrees": {
"type": "number",
"minimum": 0,
"exclusiveMaximum": 360,
"description": "Degrees, limited on [0, 360)",
"format": "double"
}
},
"required": [
"degrees"
]
},
"Orientation": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Orientation measured in units clockwise from north",
"additionalProperties": true,
"oneOf": [
{
"$ref": "#/definitions/Degrees"
}
]
},
"CustomPropertiesMap": {
"description": "Map of custom properties",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": {
"type": "string"
}
}
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AWS IoT RoboRunner endpoints and
service quotas
The following describes service endpoints and quotas for AWS IoT RoboRunner. For more information
about quotas and how to request quota increases, see AWS service quotas in the AWS general reference.

Service endpoints
For a list of AWS Regions and endpoints where AWS IoT RoboRunner is available, see AWS IoT
RoboRunner endpoints and quotas in the Amazon Web Services reference guide.

Resource quotas
AWS IoT RoboRunner has quotas for certain actions. For a list of the quotas, see AWS IoT RoboRunner
endpoints and quotas in the Amazon Web Services reference guide.
The Service Quotas console provides information about AWS IoT RoboRunner quotas. You can use the
Service Quotas console to view the default service quotas or to request quota increases for adjustable
quotas
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Releases
The following table describes important changes in each release of the AWS IoT RoboRunner Developer
Guide. For notiﬁcations about updates to this documentation, you can subscribe to an RSS feed.
• Latest documentation update: August 1, 2022

Change

Description

Date

SDK update

Updated the AWS IoT
RoboRunner SDK to version
3.0.0.

November 16, 2022

• Added schema validation to
JSON ﬁelds for all operations
with unstructured ﬁelds.
• Changed the destination ARNs
to a hierarchical format.
• Renamed destination
operations’
additionalInformation
ﬁeld name to
additionalFixedProperties.
• Deprecated destination
operations’ location ﬁeld.
• Changed maxResults
limit from 1000 to 25 for
ListDestination operation,
• Renamed worker operations’
status ﬁeld name to
additionalTransientProperties
and
additionalInformation
ﬁeld name to
additionalFixedProperties.
• Added new ﬁelds
vendorProperties,
position, and orientation
to worker operations.
• Deprecated worker operations’
state ﬁeld.
• Added a new ﬁeld
additionalFixedProperties
to worker ﬂeet operations.
• Deprecated destination
relationship, action, task,
activity, and action template
operations.
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Content update

Updated the managed policy
that allows read-only access to
AWS IoT RoboRunner resources
and actions.

November 16, 2022

Content update (p. 83)

Updated terminology for AWS
IoT RoboRunner sites, workers,
workerﬂeets, and destinations,
and a general documentation
refresh.

November 16, 2022

SDK update (p. 83)

Updated the AWS IoT
RoboRunner SDK to version
2.0.0.

August 1, 2022

• Changed the worker and
worker ﬂeet ARNs to a
hierarchical format.
• Changed the maxResults
limit from 1000 to 25 for the
ListSites, ListWorkers,
and ListWorkerFleets
operations.
Content update (p. 83)

Updated terminology for
AWS IoT RoboRunner sites
and workers, and a general
documentation refresh.

August 1, 2022

Preview (p. 83)

AWS IoT RoboRunner is now
available in preview.

November 28, 2021
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